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LIFT AND CENTER OF PRESSURE OF WING-BOQY-TAIL COMBINATIONS AT SUBSONIC, TRAN
SONIC, AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 

By WILLIAM C. PITTS, JACK X. XIELSEX, and GEORGE E . KAATTARI 

SUMMARY 

A. method is presented for calculating the lijt and center-oj
pressure characteristics of circular-cylindrical bodies in com
bination with triangular, rectangular, or trapezoidal wings or 
tails through the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speed 
ranges . The method is restricted to wings which are unbanked 
and do not have sweptback trailing edges or sweptjorward leading 
edges. The method is further restricted to small angles of at
tack and small angles of wing and tail incidence. To obtain 
the wing-body interference, certain factors are defined that are 
the ratios of the lift on the components in combination to the l~ft 
on the wing alone. The e ratios are obtained primarily by slen
der-body theory. The wing-tai l interj erence is treated by a sum
ing one completely rolled-up vortex per wing panel and evaluating 
the tail load by strip theory. A numerical example is included to 
show that the computing f orm and design charts pre ented 
reduce the calculations to routine operations. Compa1'i on is 
made between the estimated and expe1'imental characteri. ·tics 
for a large number of wing-body and wing-body-tail combina
tions. Generally speaking, the lijts were estimated to within 
± 10 percent and the centers of pressure were estimated to 
within ±0.02 of the body length. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problems of the interference among the components 
of airplanes or missiles have received much attention be
cause of their great importance in high-speed aircraft 
design. This importance is due to the interest in designs 
employing large fuselage radii and tail spans relative to the 
wing span. One of the notable methods for determining 
wing-body interference at subsonic speeds is that of L en
nertz, reference 1; data supporting the work of Lennertz 
are presented in reference 2. · Laborious methods are avail
able (refs. 3, 4, and 5) for computing the interference load 
distributions of wing-body (or tail-body) combinations at 
supersonic speeds. A simple method is presented in refer
ence 6 for estimating the effects of wing-body interference 
on lift and pitching moment when the wing is triangular. 
One of the notable methods for calculating wing-tail inter
ference in subsonic aircraft design is that of Silverstein and 
Katzoff in references 7 and 8. For supersonic speeds, 
Morikawa (ref. 9) has examined the four limiting cases of 
zero and infinite aspect ratio for wing and tail and has 
found that t4e loss of lift due to interference can be as large 
as the lift of the wing itself for equal wing and tail spans. 

sing slcrnkr-bocl.Y ll1eory, Lomax and Byrd (ref. 10) have 
analyzed the wing-tail i11 terference of a family of combina
tions having swept wings. SevPral authors have studied 
problems of tho nonuniform do,rnwash field behind wings 
in combination with a body at supersonic speeds; Lager
strom and Graham (ref. 11 ) present solutions for certain 
vor tex models representing the down wash field. The 
assumption of one fully rolled-up vortex per wing panel 
should provide a good prediction of the downwash even 
relatively close behind unbanked low-aspect-ratio triangular 
wings at small angles of attack. Ho,rnver, for large aspect 
ratios or high angles of attack more than one vortex per 
wing panel is probably needed to provide agreement between 
theory and experiment. With regard to th e problem of 
determining the tail loads due to a nonuniform downwash 
field , Lagerstrom and Graham (ref. 11) advocate the use of 
strip theory. Alden and Schindel (ref. 12) have developed 
a method based on linear theory for determining the tail 
load in certain cases. 

The purpose of the present report is twofold: first, to pre
sent a unified procedure for calculating interference effects 
and to examine the assumptions underlying the procedure; 
and, second, to compare the predictions of the method with 
experiment in order to estimate the accuracy of the predic
tions and their range of application. 

SYMBOLS I 

PRIMARY SYMBOLS 

Ar tail-alone aspect ratio 
Aw wing-alone aspect ratio 
c mean aerodynamic chord of wing alone or tail 

alone, in. 
c, ch?rd at wing-body juncture or tail-body juncture, 

111. 

c, tip chord of wing or tail, in. 
Cv wi~g chord at spanwise distance y from body axis, 

ill. 

Ch hinge-moment coefficient based on wing-alone area 
cha rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with 

angle of attack, per radian 
Cha rate of change of hinge-moment coefficient with 

wing incidence angle; per radian 

1 The wing alone or tail alone is always defined to be the exposed panels of the wing or 
tall joined together. 
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lift eocffieient based 011 wing-alone area except tai l
alone lif t, corfficient based 011 tail-alone area 

lift -eu1Te slope for angle of attack, per radi an (un -

less ot hetwise sperified) 
lift -cmve slope for wing or I fl.il incidence, per radian 

(uuless otherwise specified) 
pitchiug-moment coeffieirnt based on wing-alone 

area 
pitching-moment-curve lope for angle of attaek. 

per radian (unl ess otherwise specified) 
pitching-moment-cmve slope for wing-incicl enC'e 

angle, per deg 
body diamete r, in . 
complete elliptic integral of sec·ond kind 
wing vortex scmispan at tail posi t ion , in. 
wing vortex emispan at wing t railing edge, in. 
wi11g vortex scmispan for large downstream di -

tances, in. 
Alden-Schind el i11fluc11ee eoefficie11t at spa1rn·ise 

distauce 11 

image vortex semispan at tail posi.tioH, in. 
image vortex sernispan at wing trailing edge, in. 
height of wing vor tex above body axis a.t tail center 

of pressure, in . 
tail i11 terferl'nee fac·Lor 
ratio of lift component to lift of wi11g alone or tail 

alone for variable wing or tail incidence 
ratio of lift component to lift of wing alone or tail 

alone for variable angle of attaek 
ratio of lift of body nose to lift of wing alone 
length of wing-body-tail combination, in . 
dista11ce from most forward point of body to inter

sect ion of wing leading edge and body, in. 
distam'e from most forward point of body to center 

of moments, in. 
momen t reference leugth, in. 
distance from most forward poin t of body to 

shoulder of body nose, in. 
distance from most forward point of body to inter

section of tail leacli1.1g edge and body, in. 
distance from most forward point of body to center 

of pressure position , in. 
lift force, lb 
lift on tail sectiou clu e to wing vort ices, lb 
lift on body section between wing and tail cl ue to 

wing vortices, lb 
cotangent ·of leading-edge sweep angle 
pitch ing moment, lb-in. 
free-stream ~Iach number 
static pressure difference between top and bottom 

of wing, lb/sq in . 
free-stream dynamic pre sure, lb/sq in . 
body radius, in. 
body rad ius at should er of nosl', in . 
body radius at wing, in . 
body radius at tail , in. 
Reynolds number based on c of larger lifting 

surface 

s.,· 

T , ?f, Z 

a 

fJ 
fJA 
r 

0 

'r/ 

H 
C 
0 - N 
F 
N 
T 
V 
U' 
AS 
B(T) 
B(W) 
ST 
T(H) 

maximum semispan of ,Ying or tail in combinatio11 
,,·ith bocly, in. 

nos - l'ctional un'a of nose at maximum cction , 
sq Ill. 

refrn'1H·e area of C'Ombination lift c· oeffici cnt , sq in. 
t a il-alo1w area, sq in . 
wing-alon0 ar0a, sq in. 

rat io of wing maximum th iC'kncss to eho rcl lrngth 

volume of body, consid t> ring th0 body as eylinclrical 
lw liillfl t he position of maximum cro section 
(' LI 11 l. 

volume of body nose up to should t>r, cu in. 
frpc-strPa.m velocity, in. /sl'c 

' 

strramwise, spa1rn·ise a.nd Yr rtical coordinates 
respect ively ' 

di tanee to center of pressure measured from inter
sectio n of wing leading edge and body for wiug 
quantities and from int ersect ion of tail lradina b 

edge and body for tail quantities , in. • 
distance to local ce11t0r of pressure at spanwise 

dist~nce y measured from intersection of wing 
leachng edge and body, in . 

distance from intersect ion of wing leading edge and 
body to wing hinge lin e, in. 

angle of attack of body centerlin e or of wmg 
alone, radian (unless ot herwise specified) 

local angle of attack at spanwise location y from 
body axis, radians 

✓IMa,2 - 1 1 
wing-alone or tail-alone effective aspect ratio 
circulation, positive counterclockwise facing up-

stream, sq in. /sec 
circulation at wing-body juncture of combination, 

sq in. /sec 
wing-or tail-incidence angle, r adians 
wing semiapex angle, deg 
panwise variable of integration 

taper ratio, ( ~ ) 

sweep a.ngle of leading edge, deg 
sweep angle of t ra iling edge, deg 
free-stream density, slugs/cu in. 

SUBSCRIPTS 

body 
combination , either wing-body or wing-body-tail 
combination minus nose 
forebocly 
body nose 
tail 
wing vortex 
wmg 
Alden-Sch indel theory 
body in presence of tail 
body in presence of wing 
strip theory 
tail in presence of body 
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W(B) wing in presence of body 
a a variable, o constant 
o o variable, a constant 
W(B)a wing in presence of body and.a variable , o constant 
Other compound subscripts to be interpreted similarly to 
the preceding compound subscript. 

GENERAL THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Before presenting the detailed development of the method, 
an outline of the approach to be followed is presented . The 
theory is restricted to small angles of attack an<l small angles 
of wing and tail incidence. Attention is focused on pointed 
bodies having wings and tails mounted on body sections of 
uniform diameter. For the sake of consistenc)·, the forward 
lifting surfaces are termed the wings, even in cases of ca11ard 
configurations. Both wings and tails may have variable inci
dence, but cases of differential incidence bet·ween opposite 
panels of the wing or tail are beyond the scop0 of this r0port. 

(al 

(bl 

(cl 

Lw(Bl 

' :> 
/ 

- - - - f---
1 
I 

(a) Parts of a wing-body-tail combination. 
(b) Lift 11·ithout \\'ing-tail interference. 
(c) Lift due to wing Yortice . 

' ) 
/ 

I 
i 
I 

FIGURE 1.-Parts and lift components of a wing-bod~--tail combination. 

The terminology is indicated in figure 1 (a). The nose is 
that part of the body in front of the wing. However, when 
the wing is mounted on an expanding section of the bodr, 
the nose is taken to be the entire expanding part of the 
body. For the purpose of analysis, the lift of the wing
body-tail combination is taken to be the sum of the seven 

principal components indicated in parts (b) and (c) of figure l. 
'l'hese components are: 

1. Lift on nose including forebody, L N 
2. Lift on wing in presence of body, Lives> 
3. Lift on body due to wing, L 8 cw> 
4. Lift on tail in presence of body, Lr<B> 
5. Lift on body due to tail, L 8 (T) 

6. Lift on tail due i.,o wing vortices, Lrcvi 
7. Lift on wing afterbody due to wing vortices, La c vi 

All coefficients, except those for the tail alo11e, are based on 
the exposed wing area. The lift and ce11ler-of-pressure 
position calculation procedures for tail-bod.,· i11t erference 
arc identical to those for wing-body interfe1·encP, Pxcept for 
a term to refer the ta il-body interference lifts to the wi11g 
area; therefore, they will not be t reated separaklr. 

The method prese11ted for compu ting the wing-bod.,· and 
tail-body in terference (components 2 t hrough 5) is hased 
primaril.,· on slender-bod.,· theo r.Y (ref. 13) . In this t,lteory, 
'preitcr has shown that the first term of thr ,rnw equation 

for tlw velocit.,· potential · 

(1) 

can be ignored for slender wing-hod.,· combinations, so that 
equation (1) reduces to Laplace's equation in th0 y,z plane. 
Using this simplification, simple, closed c•xpn'ssions nre 
obtained for lift-curve slopes. 

It i well known that for wing-hocly combinations \\·hich 
arc not slender, li ft-curve slopes arc ovrn's tima tl'(l b.,· 
slender-bod.,· theory (rd. 6) . HowevPr, this fact dol's not 
preclude the use of slender-bod.,· theor.,· for nonsknd(•r c·o11-
figurations since, in certain insta11ees, the ratio of tlw lift. 
of the wing-bod.,· combination to that of thr " ·ing nlotll' cn11 
he accurately predicted b>· slc11clcr-hocl.,· tlteor.,·, c,·011 though 
the magnituclP of the lift-curve slope might br ineotn'et.. 
From the foregoing ratio , wlticlt is <"allrd Kc, n1Hl n good 
estimate of the wing-alone . lift-curve slop<' , t IL<' lift-cmn
slope of the combination can he ohtai,wcl. This \\·,1 s L'ssen
tially the method ust'cl by XielsPn , Katze11, and T,rng in 
rcferrnce 6 to prrdiet the lift and momc'nt d1arncteristics of 
triangular wing-body combinations. Good agr0eme11 t he
t\\·e0n experiment and tl1eor)· \\·ns obtained. 

·with these facts in mind, the method used b.,· :\[orika,,·a 
(ref. 14) for presenting lift interfcrencP is adoptecl. Tn this 
method, the wi11g alone is defined as the exposed half-,,·i11gs 
joined together. The lift of the combinat ion is rt>lntcd to 
the lift of the wing alone by the factor Kc which is to be 
determined. 

(2~ 

The factor Kc is decomposed into th ree factors Ka(lvi, 
Kw cai, and K.v which represent the ratios of the bod.,· lift, 
wing lift, and nose lift of the combination to that of the 
wing alone. 

(3) 

o=O (4) 

o=O (5) 
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(6) 

The factors Kscw> and Kww> are defined for the case in which 
the angle of attack of the combination is varying but the 
wing- (or tail) incidence angle is zero. For the case in 
which the incidence angle is varying but the angle of attack 
of the body is zero , two analogous factors are defined. 

(7) 

a=O (8) 

So far, only a way of representing lift results has been 
presented. The solution of a problem requires a determina
tion of each of these ratios. Then, the lift on any component 
can be estimated from the wing-alone lift-curve slope. The 
best value of the wing-alone lift-curve slope that is available 
should be used; preferably the experimental value. The 
detailed determination of each of these ratios is presented 
in subsequent sections of this report. In general, slender
body-theory values are computed. These are compared 
with values computed bY other methods and ultimately with 
experimental results. There are some conditions for which 
slender-body theory is invalid or for which more exact 
methods are available. These are pointed out and the 
slender-body-theory values for the ratios are replaced. 

LIFT THEORY 

The lift theory as developed is for the angle-of-attack 
range over which the lift curves are linear and is equally 
applicable to subsonic and supersonic speeds unless otherwise 
noted. 

LIFT ON BODY NOSE 

From equation (6) 

(9) 

For the calculations in this report, LN is evaluated by use 
of slender-body theory, 

LN 
-=21rrN2a 
qa, 

(10) 

LF=O (11) 

so that 

KN 
21rrN2 

(12) 
Sw(CLa)w 

It is known that slender-body theory is usually not suffi
ciently accurate to determine body-alone lifts in cases such 
as nonslender bodies or large angles of attack. However, 
for combinations which are not predominantly body, the 
nose lift is not a large part of the total lift, and slender-body 
theory generally gives satisfactory results. If improved accu
racy is desired, linear theory, the viscous cross-flow theory 
of reference 15, or experimental results can be used. 

LIFT ON WING IN PRESENCE OF BODY 

Angle of attack.-From equation (5) 

(13) 

when ll=O. The value of (CLa)w from experiment should 
be used if av!l.ilable; otherwise the value from linear theory 
should be used. Therefore, obtaining OLw<B> depends on 
obtaining KwcsJ• 

The value of KwcB> given by slender-body theory (ref. 14) 
IS 

KwcB)= 

{( r4)[1 l(s r) 1r] i2 (s r) r]} 1+- -tan-1- --- +- - --- +2tan-1 -
2 s4 2 2 r s 4 s2 r s 

( r)2 

1- -
8 

7r 

(14) 

(The assumption is made that no negative lift is developed 
behind the maximum wing span. Jones (ref. 16) has pointed 
out that for wings, at least, the negative lift predicted on 
these sections by slender-body theory is prevented by 
separation.) This function is plotted in chart 1. In the 
limiting case of r/s=O the combination is all wing and the 
value of KwcB>=l. As r/s approaches unity, there is a very 
small exposed wing. For this small wing, the body is 
effectively a vertical reflection plane and the angle of attack 
is 2a clue to upwash (as is discussed later). This makes 
Kwcm =2. 

It is clear that the values of Kwcs> should be satisfactory 
for slender wing-body combinations. However, they cannot 
be used for large aspect ratios, for which slender-body theory 
is inapplicable, without further investigation. An approxi
mate method for evaluating Kw<B> is to suppose that the 
exposed wings are operating in the upwash field of the body 
alone and then to calculate the resultant wing lift. eglect
ing any effect of the nose, it has been pointed out (ref. 17) 
that the upflow angle due to the body varies spanwise on the 
horizontal plane of symmetry as 

au=as ( 1 +~;) (] 5) 

where y is the lateral distance from the body axis. The 
wing is thus effectively twisted by the body-alone flow. If 
now the upwash angle given by equation (15) is taken into 
account by using strip theory, an approximate value of 
Kwcm is obtained as follows: 

Kw<B> 
f' avcvd,y 

as J 'cvd,y 
(16) 

Equation (16) does not include tip effects. The following 
expression is obtained in terms of r/s and taper for wings of 
uniform taper. 

! (1 + >-. )->-.r r2(1->-.) ln c~) 
2 s s2-r2 r 

Kwcs>=----------'-·- (17) 
! cs-r) (1+>-.) 
2 s+r 

It is notable that Kwcs> does not depend on aspect ratio. 
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Equation (17) was used to determine Kwc 8 > for }.=0, ½, 
and 1, and these results are compared to those of slender
body theory in figure 2. It is seen that the effect of_ taper is 
small compared to the effect of r/s. Both theories give 
nearly the same values at both high and low r/s , but the 
upwash-theory values are, in all instances, greater than those 
of slender-body theory. Nowhere is the difference of great 
significance. Although account has been taken of the 
upwash induced along the wing span by the body in the 
determination of KwcB> by upwash theory, no account has 
been taken of the loss of lift due to interaction between the 
"-ing and the body of the winged part of the combination. 
For this reason, KwcB> will be too large. Therefore, the 
slender-body-theory values of KwcB> should be used for all 
combinations. 

2.0~---~---~---~---~----. 

1.7 

Upwosh 
Theory 

1,6 
)., 0 -- -

.5---
qi 1. 0 --

':,,;_-.::. 

0 ·1.5 
(l:) 

Slender-

':,,;_s 
body 

- theory 

1.4 

1.0~-------'------'------'c-------~ 
O ,2 ,4 .6 8 1.0 

Body- radius, wing-semispan ratio, ,;s 
FIGURE 2.- Comparison of KwCB> or KTCB> determined by slender-hotly 

and upwash theories. 

For wing and body combinations with large-aspect-ratio 
rectangular wings the linear-theory solution for KwcBl is 
available (ref. 18). These results are presented in chart 2 
where they are compared with the slender-body-theory 
results. Since a graphical integration was required for the 
determination of the linear-theory values, there is a small 
uncertainty in the result, represented by the cross-hatched 
area. For a fixed value of r/s and for the range 2~{1A~6, 
the effect of {JA is less than the uncertainty of the calculation. 

o linear-theory values are available for {JA <2. The close 
agreement (within 5 percent) between linear theory for the 
present case and slender-body theory is noteworthy since the 
rectangular wing and body combinations represented are not 
slender. 

Wing-incidence angle.-The method for estimating the 
values of CLwcB> for the wing-incidence case is analogous to 
the method for the angle-of-attack case. From equation (8) 

(18) 

when a=O. 
There are several solutions available for determining 

kwcB>; slender-body theory for slender triangular wing and 
body combinations, and an exact linear theory solution for 
rectangular wing and body combinations. The slender
body result based on the load distribution given in Appendix 
A gives ·the following expression for kwcm in terms of r , the 
semispan-radius ratio, s/r : 

8 r
2+1] 

(r-1)2log~ (19) 

The value of kwca> so obtained is presented in chart 1 and is 
strictly applicable only to slender wing-body combinations. 
The exact linear-theory results for rectangular wing a.nd 
body combinations, taken from reference 3, are presented 
in chart 3 where they are compared with the preceding 
slender-body results . There is generally a small difference 
between the two predictions, never exceeding about 10 
percent for values of {1A . of 2 or greater. For the range of 
J3A "between O and 2 linear-theory results for kwca> are not 
available. However, as {1A approaches zero the rectangular 
wing and body combination becomes more slender, until 
at /3A=O slender-body theory is exact for the combination. 
Therefore, slender-body theory values of kwcBl are used for 
rectangular wing-body combinations when 11A<2. When 
rectangular wings of effective aspect ratio 2 or greater are 
involved and when M.,,>l, then kwcB> from linear theory 
should be used. 

It might be surmised that the present method of deter
mining the lift on a wing in the presence of the body is 
applicable at subsonic speeds since the slender-body-theory 
values of Kwca> and kw<B> on which it is based are not depend
ent on Mach number and the effect of fach number enters 
only through ( OL,,) w· This supposition is subsequently 
borne out by experimental data. Spreiter made the observa-
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tion in reference 13 that tlio loading on the minimum drag 
wing-body combination of Lennertz (ref. 1) is identical at 
low sperds to that of a slendrr wing-body combination· with 
a body of uniform diameter. The division of lift between 
wing and body based on this loading is shown in figure 3. 
Since the present method is based on the division of lift as 
given by Spreiter, the equality of the results of Spreiter and 
Lennertz is furthrr evidence of the applicability of the 
pre ent method to subsonic speeds. 

At this point, it is desirable to con ider the effects of span 
loading on the division of lift brtween wing and body because 
this information has bearing on the validit_\- of the vortex 
model used in detrrmining some later results. Besides his 
result for minimum drag, Lennertz also detrrmined the 
division of load betwren wing and body for uniform span 
loading. This result, which corresponds to replacing each 
side of the combination hr a hor cshoe vortex, is shown in 
figure 3, whrrrin thr part of the lift carried by the body is 
shown as a function of the ratio of body radius to vortex 
semispan. For the same value of the abscissa thrre is not 
much difference between the fractions of the lift acting on 
the body for the two cases . Generally, the span of a horse
shoe vortex replacing a wing is less than the ,,·ing span. If 
account is taken of this fact in the comparison , the existing 
difference would largely disappear. Thus, the representa
tion of the wing-body combination by a hor eshoe vortex 
on each side is compatible with the present method of 
determining the division of lift bet,rnen ,ving and body. 

LIFT ON BODY DUE TO WING 

Angle of attack.-From equation (4) 

(20) 

when o=O. The slender-body theory value of K 8 <w> is 
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( r2
)
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·2 1r s4 2 2 r s 4 s2 r s s 

(21) 

This function is plotted in chart 1. In the limiting case of 
r/s=O the combination is all ,ving and KB cw>=O. As r/s ap
proaches unity, there is a very small exposed wing. For this 
small wing the lift on the body due to the wing i the same as 
the lift on the wing itself. Thus, K 8 cw> =Kw<BJ=2. 

To determin e the applicability of the slender-body-theory 
values of K 8 <w> to nonslender combinations, K 8 <w> is now 
determined by an independent method. On the basis of 
slender-body theory, nonexpanding sections of a body in a 
uniform flow develop no lift. Therefore, the lift on a 
straight portion of a body on which a wi.ng is mounted i's due 
principally to lift transmitted from the wing to the body. 
A point on the wing is thought of as a source of lifting dis
turbances which move in all directions in the downstream 
yfach cone from the point. Some of these disturbances 
traverse the body. The assumption is made that the sole 
effect of the body (regardless of cross section) is to displace 
these pulses downstream without diminishing their lifting 
potential. This is the so-called delayed reaction of Lager-

( r)2 

1--
8 

strom and Van Dyke in reference 19, which was substantiated 
for a particular family of rectangular wing-body combinations 
in refen:mce 3. Downstream of the ·wing, the flow returns 
to the free-stream direction. The effect of this change in 
flow direction is felt on the surface of the afterbodr behind 
the Mach helix originating at the trailing-edge , root-chord 
juncture. In this region, the reaction tends to cancel the 
lift transmitted from the wing onto the body. The effective 
resultant lifting area on the body for on·e half-wing can thus 
be approximated by the shaded area shown in figure 4(a). 

While a nonplanar model has been set up to represent the 
lift transmitted to the body from the wing, further simplifica
t ion to an equivalent planar case is desiqible before calcula
tions are performed. The body is imagined now to be col
lapsed to a plane and the Mach helices of figure 4(a) become 
the Mach lines of figure 4(b). The lifting area of the body 
is the shaded area of figure 4(b) which is at zero angle of 
attack. This area is equal to the horizontal projection of the 
lifting area of the actual body surface (fig. 4(a)) . The lift on 
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the body can be calculated simply by in tegrating pressures 
due to the half-wing over the shaded area and doubling 
the result. 

In determining the pressure fi eld of the half-wing on the 
planar area, both subsonic and supersonic leading edges are 
considered. Tip effects are not considered, and the analysis 
is confined to the case in which the Mach line emanating 
from the leading edge of the wing tip falls behind the r egion 
of lift carry-over onto the body. This condition imposes 
the restriction 

(22) 

on the wings for which the met.hod is to apply. 
The value of lift transmitted to the body by a half-wing 

with a supersonic leading edge is given (using th e solution 
of r ef. 20) as 

(23) 

in terms of the coordinate system of figure 4 (b) . This r esult 
is doubled to account for the lift of two half-wings and divided 
by the lift of the wing alone to obtain K Bcw>• For all super
sonic Mach numbers KB cw> is 

8(3 (3 . 
(f3m+ l )-+ f3m 1 +(l +f3m){3- 1(32 2 1 - {3d 

m m c, _1 c, +' m - +2 
{ 

[ 
{3d ]

2 

[ d] 
/l'm'-l (lH)(~DG-l)(~C,o)w CHm) ~m cos ~m+(llm+ l)~ (~mH) ✓1 ;;;-1} 

where m f3> l. Similarly, foi' subsonic leading edges there is 
obtained, using the appropriate coni cal lift ing solution from 
reference 21, 

K new> 

where mf3< 1. The effect of body upwash in increasing t he 
lif t of the exposed wing has not been taken into account in 
calculating th e effect of the wing on the body . 

It is to be noted t hat KB<W> in equations (24) and (26) 
depends on a number of parameters, of which four are 

independent. However, the quantity KBcw>(l+>..)G-1) 

(f3GLa)w is a fun ction of only m{3 and {3d. This quantity is 
c, 

496170 0 -59-2 

(24) 

(25) 

presented as a function of 2{3r/c, for constant values of m {3 
in chart 4 (a) which is to serve as a design chart in deter
mining KB tW> subject to t he restrict ion of equation (22) . 

For the purpose of illustrating the behavior of KB oV> and 
comparing equations (24) and (26) with slender-body 
KB cw>, chart 4 (a) has been used to obtain figure 5, which 
presents KB CIV> as a function of {3A and r/s for >.. = 0, 1/2, and 
1 and for no trailing-edge sweep. The case of >..=0 cor
responds to triangular wings (fig. 5 (a)), >.. = 1 to rectangular 
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wings (fig. 5 (b)), and X= 1/2 to trapezoidal wings (fig. 
5 (c)). For triangular wings, the curve of KB cw> by the 
present theory for {1A=O is slightly greater than KBcw> as 
given by slender-body theory and has not been included in 
the figures, since for such ;;mall values of {1A slender-body 
theory is the more valid. Incidentally, the restriction of 
equation (22) is met by all triangular wings with no trailing
edge sweep. An examination of figure 5 (b) for rectangular 
wings shows good agreement between slender-body theory 
and the present theory at {1A=2, the lowest aspect ratio for 
which the present theory is applicable to rectangular wings. 
In the case of the trapezoidal wings (fig. 5 (c)), the restriction 
of equation (22) imposes the condition that ,SA~ 4/3 . For a 
value of ,SA of 4/3 there is no appreciable difference b~tween 
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4 

FIGURE 5.-Comparison of l(B<W> or KB CTl determined by slender-body 
theory and present theory for wing with no trailing-edge sweep. 

slender-body KBcw> and the value of KB cw> by the present 
theory. 

On the basis of figures 5 (a), 5 (b), and 5 (c), and since 
wing tip effects invalidate equations (24) and (26) for 

,SA(l+x)(~,s+l )<4, the following selection rule should be 

used: If ,SA(1+x)(~,s+1)~4, use the slender-body theory 

KB cw>; and if ,SA(l+x)(~~+1)>4, use KBcw> from chart 4. 
Since rectangular and triangular wings are very common, 

and since_ (iSCL")w is known in closed form for these plan 

forms, specialized results can readily be obtained from 
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.a---~------.--- --.------,------, equations (24) and (26) for K 8 cw>• For rectangular wing
body combinations, KB cw> is 
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(27) 

For triangular wing-body combinations with subsonic 
leading edges, K 8 cw> is 

(28) 

(c) Trapezoidal wing-body combinat ions. 

FIGURE 5.-Concluded . and for supersonic leading edges 
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The case for no afterbody behind the wing can also be 
calculated for the high-aspect-ratio range at supersonic 
speeds. The method for determining K 8 cw> without after
body is the same as with afterbody except that the upper 
limit of integration in equations (23) and (25) is Cr rather 
than c,+,871. Carrying out these integrations multiplying by 
2 and dividing by the lift of the wing alone yields for the 
case of no afterbody 

!(B(W) [,B(CLa)w ](>,+l) G-1 )= 

8 (,Bd) (l + mcr)
2 

cos-I ,Bd _ 
[ (

m,B+_£,:_) 
1r,',a2m2-1 Cr d 1+¥ 

rn2,a2 (_£,:_)2 c.:os-1 (-1-)+m,B (E.:_)2 ,/m2,a2-1 sin-1 ,Bd_ 
,Bd m,B ,Bd c, 

,/m'~'~ I cosh-• ;:1 J ~m > I , if >d (30) 

K B(ll") [,B(('La)w](>, + l) G-1)= 

1r~1~~ ) (~~){ ( 1+ rrt) ✓Gd-l) (~' +l )-

(;d)2 (m,B)¾+ m,B (fa)2 

(.Bm+l ) [ tan-I✓ ,B~

ta11-I✓(;d-1 )/(¥+1) ]-~~) tanh-I 

✓m,B (;d-1)/(rr;t +1)}; .Bm< l , ~ > d (31 ) 

The restrictio11 that ~>cl is not a serious 0110. For cl>] it is 

clear that tho lift transmitted to the body is the same as for 

cl=] so that K 8 cw> is constan t. The value of the parameter 

K Bew;[,B(CLa)w] (>- + l) G-1) is plotted as a function of m,B 

and 2,Br/c, in chart 4 (b). 
.-\. comparison of Kn ew> as determin ed from chart 4 (a) 

with that from ch art 4 (b) gives an indication of the impor
ta.nce of the afterbody for any particular configuration. 
For small values of the ratio 2,B(r/c,)w there is very little 
effect of the afterbody on Kn lw> but, for large values, the 
effect c;an be as large as several hundred percent. At sub
son ic S]JP('(ls 110 dist in ct ion is made between t he afterbodv 
all(l no-afterbody cases . The difference between the tw~ , 
\\·l1i C' h is usually small in terms of total lift at supersonic 
spel'ds, is fu rt hl'r red uced at subson ic speeds because of the 
lessl'r tP11<lPney of lift to be carr ied downstream. 

Wing-incidence angle.-Frorn equation (7 ) 

(32) 

The 01i!~- general method for determining kn ew> is slender
body theory. It has been shown in reference 22 by use of a 

reciprocal theorem that for combinations with cylindrical 
bodies the following equality is valid under the assumptions 
of slender-body theory: 

(33) 

The values of knew> as given by equation (33) are included 
in chart 1. 

An interesting approximation that gives some insight into 
the interrelationships between K 8 ew>, Kw e8 >, k8 ew>, and 
kwcn> can be made. If it is assumed that the wing transmits 
a certain fraction of its lift to the body irrespective of 
whether the lift is developed by angle of attack or wing
incidence angle, an approximate value for k 8 cw>, namely, 
k' new>, is 

kl k KB(W) new)= W(B) -K 
WeB) 

(34) 

The values of knew> and k' 8 ov> as determined from equations 
(33) and (34) do not differ by .more than 0.01 , a quantity 
that is practically indistinguishable in chart 1. -This small 
difference is due to the difference in the forms of the load 
distribution on the wing for lifts due to angle of attack and 
wing-incidence angle. 

LIFT ON TAIL SECTION DUE TO, WING VORTICES 

Wing-tail interference results from downwash in the 
region of the tail caused by the wing vortices. The problem 
of determining wing-tail interference breaks down into the 
prnblems, first, of determining the number, strengths, and 
positions of the wing vor tices at the tail and, second, of 
determining the reaction of the tail sec.tion to the nonuniform 
flow field induced by the wing vortices. This component of 
the combination lift is the most laborious to calculate. The 
same method is used for subsonic and supersonic speeds. 

Line-vortex theor.v is used in the solution of the wing-tail 
interference problem following the general lines of other 
investigators . The model to be used is illustrated in figures 
6 and 7. This model of the wing is the same as the Lennertz 
model for uniform loading previously discussed and is thus 
compatible with the method used here for calculating wing
body interference. Only one trailing vortex per wing pan el 
is considered al though more vor tices per panel could be used 
to obtain greater accuracy at the expense of greater compli
cation. The wing trailing vortices stream backward but 
undergo lateral and vertiral deflections as a result of the 
body cross flow field and the interaction between vortices. 
Image vortex lines are in troduced inside the body at the 
image posi t ion of the trailing vortices to satisfy the boundary 
condition for a circular body. Sufficiently far downstream 
the external vortices approach an asymptotic spacing. 

Vortex characteristics .-For ease of calculation it is 
assumed that one fully rnlled-up vortex is discharged from 
each wing panel. While this model simulates the fl.ow 
behind t he wing panels of many combinations, there are 
cases where it does not. As examples, some resul ts obtained· 
by Spahr and Dickey in the Ames 1- by 3-foot supersonic 
wind tunnel arc presented as the solid curves in figures 8, 9, 
and 10. These data were obtained by th e vapor-screen tech
nique described in r eference 15. Figure 8 shows that for a 
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FIGURE 7.-Circulation distribution at wing trailing edge and equiva
lent horseshoe vortex. 

low-aspect-ratio triangular wing in combination with a body 
at low angles of attack, only one tip vortex is present as as
sumed. However , as the angle of attack is increased a body 
vortex appears, and as the wing aspect ratio is increased (figs. 
9 and 10) an additional vortex appears from the inboard 
sections of the wing. Thus, the simplified model of one 
vortex per wing panel is not always an adequate basis for 
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computing downwash. However, several investigators have 
successfully applied this simplified model to the computation 
of tail loads. These results indicate that the total tail load 
of each of the configurations investigated is insensitive to the 
details of the vortex flow although the downwash behind 
the wing and the spanwise distribution of tail load are not. 
This conjecture is substantiated in part by the theoretical 
work of Morikawa, reference 9, who has calculated the tail 
lifts of slender wing-body-tail combinations using one 
fully rolled-up . vortex per wing panel and using a flat vortex 
sheet. Only for fully rolled-up vortices in the immediate 
vicinity of the tail tip does any appreciable difference between 
the two cases occur. The results of Lomax and Byrd, refer
ence 10, for a family of swept wing-body-tail combinations 
are in accord with the findings .of Morikawa. It was on the 
basis of this evidence and because of its great simplicity 
that the use of one wing vortex per panel was adopted. The 
adequacy of this assumption and its range of application is 
subsequently determined by comparison between experiment 
and theory. 

The circulation distribution at the wing trailing edge 
determines the strength rm and the span wise position J;, 
of the vortex at the trailing edge. The actual circulation 
distribution is replaced by an equivalent horseshoe· vortex 
corresponding to the Lennertz model for uniform loading. 
Figure 7 illustrates this model. Note that figure 7 contains 
the tacit assumption that the maximum value of the circu-
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lation is at the wing-body juncture. Since the lift of the 
bound vor tex is Poo voor m per unit span, the value of r m 
can be estimated from the following series of equations: 

Lwcsi+Lscwi 
2p 00 Voo(fw- gw) 

(35) 

To satisfy the boundary condition that the body is circular 

(36) 

The first form of equation (35) is used for determining rm• 
Since 

(37) 

it follows that 

(38) 

The problem of determining the lateral positions of the 
wing vortices must be solved before the foregoing equation 
can be used to evaluate rm• The assumption is made that 
the vortices of the wing in combination are discharged at 
the center of vorticity of the panels of the wing alone as 
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determined by lifting-line theory or linear theory. This 
assumption is necessary because the circulation distribution 
is not generally known for the wing-body combination. 
The validity of this assumption can be examined for slender 
wing-body combinations for which the span loading is known 
and from which the lateral position of the voi·tex can be 
determin ed . In fact, the lateral vortex position on the basis 
of slender-body theory is 

[ (r)2 ]2 [ (r)2 ] ~-~ ~ 2 - ?: + 1+ s w sin-1 1- s w 

j-, _ 4 4 (,). (,). 2[1-G)] i+G): 
Cs-1- 2[1-G)J 

(39) 

This equation gives the lateral position of the vortex as a 
fraction of the semispan of the exposed wing panel and as a 
function of the radius-semispan ratio. Th e maximum 
deviation between the values given by this equation and the 
wing-alone value of 0.786 (or 1r/4) is about 3 percent. This 
result is independent of the plan form of the wing or body in 
front of the maximum span position since in slender-bod.'
theory the potential and, hence, the circulation depends onl_\' 
on the crossfl.ow plane under consideration. 

For nonslend er wing-body combinations the lateral posi
tion can easily be determined if the lift coefficient and 
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Lhe loading at the root chord are known for the wing alone. 
The necessary equation is 

j _ (OL)wSw (40) 
w- 2(c1c) 

In this equation (c 1c) is the product of the section lift 
coefficient at the midsection of the wing and the chord at 
that position. Inherent in the equation is the assumption 
that the maximum circulation occurs at the midsection of 
the wing. 

A series of charts has been prepared for wings of unswept 
leading edges, midchord lines, and trailing edges to give the 
vortex location as a fraction of the wing-alone semispan and 
as a function of the effective aspect ratio with taper ratio 
as parameter. Chart 5, for subsonic speeds, is based on re
sults of De Young and Harper, reference 23. It is noteworthy 
that for low aspect ratios the lateral positions of the vortices 
all tend toward the slender-body value of 1r/4. o sys'cematic 
set of lift charts similar to those of De Young and Harper is 
available for supersonic speeds. However, where linear
theory resuhs are available, they were used to obtain the 
curves shown solid in chart 6. The solid curves have been 
continued as dashed curves to the slender-body value of 
1r/4 at zrro aspect ratio for the cases in which it was feh that 
the extrapolation could be made safely. For the X=O case 
with no leading-edge sweep, there is a possibility that the cir
culation distribution does not have its maximum at the center 
line of the wing as assumed in equation (40). The linear
theory solution for the load distribution for the reversed tri
angular wing is unknown for /,Aw< 4. 

While the foregoing charts give the vortex lateral position 
at the wing, the lateral position at the tail,fr, is required for 
calculating wing-tail interference. The simplest assumptions 
would be to set Jr equal to f w or f ""' the asymptotic vortex 
lateral position, as determined from reference 11. To deter
mine which of these approximations is more accmate, both 
fw and j,,, are compared with the experimental lateral and 
vertical positions of the wing-tip vortex in figures 8 (a), 
9 (a), and 10 (a). On the basis of this comparison and be- · 
cause of the occurrence of the additional vortices, neither fw 
nor j"" is superior for predicting the vortex spacing a ... the tail. 
Until more data are available on vortex positions to justify a 
more elaborate estimate, the value off w from charts 5 and 6 
or reference 24 can be used for j r• 

The vertical position of the vortex at the tail can be esti
mated by the step-by-step calculative procedure described 
in reference 25, but the process is generally too lengthy. Two 
alternate methods are considered. In the first, the vortex 
is assumed to stream backward in the free-stream direction 
from the wing trailing edge. The second method, suggested 
by Lagerstrom and Graham, reference 11, is to ignore the 
pffects~f the image vortices, which are nearly equal and oppo
si ~e, but to consider crossflow and the mutual effects of the 
external vortices. A comparison between the two positions 
predicted by these methods and the positions measured by 
Spahr and Dickey are shown in figures 8 (b), 9 (b), and 10 (b). 
Because of the occurrence of more than one wing vortex per 
panel and of body vortices, neither theoretical method ap
pears superior. Therefore, it seems best to use the simpler 

of the two methods which assumes that the vortices stream 
back from the trailing edge in the free-stream direction. This 
assumption leads to the following equation for vortex vertical 
location: 

hr=-(Cr-xh)w sin ow+[lr+Xr-lw-(Cr)w]sina (41) 

The height is measured above the body axis and normal to it 
at the center of pressure of the tail panels. 

Lift due to wing vortices.-For estimating the loads on the 
tail section, strip theory is generally applicable but the 
method of Alden and Schindel, reference 12, can be applied 
when the necessary theoretical span loadings are known. In 
specifying the tail load, use is made of a tail interference 
factor 

(42) 

where (Lr)a is the lift of the tail alone at angle of attack 
a. The interference factor represents a nondimensional 
quantity useful for computing tail loads. The factor i 
depends on the parameters Xr, (r/s)r, (crfl3s)r, (J/s)r, and (h/s)r
For a fixed body-tail configuration, the factor depends only 
on the vortex positions in the crossflow plane of the tail. 

Whether the factor i is calculated by strip theory or by 
the Alden-Schindel technique, several simplifying assump
tions are required regarding the wing-tail interference. The 
first assumption is one already used in determining Ke cw> for 
large aspect ratios at supersonic speeds-that the nonplanar 
tail section can be reduced to an equivalent planar model 
similar to that shown in figure 4. The body is assumed to 
be flat and to act at zero angle of attack, while the tail angle 
of attack ar varies spanwise. The second assumption is 
tha'· the lift on the tail section due to wing-tail interference 
is all developed by the tail panels, even though part of it is 
transferred to the body. In the application of strip theory 
to de ermine this lift, Lagerstrom and Van Dyke in reference 
19 have shown that an exact value (within the realm of 
linear theory) is obtained for the over-all lift of the planar 
model if the leading edge is supersonic and the trailing edge 
is straight, as for a triangular wing of effective aspect ratic, 
greater than 4. It is to be noted that the second assumption 
circumvents the question of whether an afterbody occurn 
behind the tail. Generally, the lift acting on the body in 
only a small fraction of that acting on the tail section due• 
to wing-tail interference, so that no precise consideration 
of the tail afterbody is usually required. 

Strip theory has been used to calculate a series of design 
charts for the estimation of i. The details of the calculations 
are given in Appendix B, and the results are presented in 
chart 7. These charts show contours of constant values of 
i in the crossflow plane of the tail with the parameters 
Xr and (r/s)r varying from chart to chart. It is to be noted 
that strip theory is independent of the chord-span ratio 
(c/{3s)r. In fact, strip theory represents the limiting case 
of linear theory as (c/13 )~0. The charts give an immediate 
idea of the regions wherein wing-tail interference is most 
important. For triangular tails (Xr=O) it is to be noted 
that the interference is a finite maximum when the vortex 
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is in the plan e of the tail and slightly inboard of the tip. 
For all other taper ratios, however, an infinite maximum 
effect oceurs when the vortex is a the tail tip . Strip theory 
is, thus, not accurate for positions of the vortex near the 
tail tip, except in the ca e of triangular wings with super
sonic leading edges, in whie:11 casr it is accurate to the order 
of linea r theor.v. 

An altt>matt' method for the determinat ion of i is the 
nwthocl of Akkn and Schindel, which serves as a basis for 
a.sspssing the aeeurae.', of strip the01·_,-. The essential result 
of tlw mt'thocl is that the lift of a lifting surface with sup('l'
sonie edges in a nonuniform flow field that varies spanwise 
l'an be evaluated to the accuracy of linear theory by the 
c·quation 

L= i panw(y )F (y)dy (43) 

\\-here w(y) is thr vertical velocit_,- at the spanwise position 
y and F(y) is prnportional to the span loading of the tail at 
uniform angle of attack in reYrrsecl flow. H-<'aslet and 
Spreiter in refrrenee 22 have exte nded the range of equation 
(43) to include surfaces with subsonic edges. For triangular 
tails with supersonic leading edges, the reversed tail is 
uniforml~- loadrd so that F(y) is proportional to the local 
chord. Thus, strip theor_,- and the Alden-Schindel method 
give identical results for this case. Generally speaking, t.hc 
Alden-Schimlcl technique is not suited for an analytical 
clrtermination of i because, in some cases, the nrcessary 
funrtion F(y) is not known or leads to complirated inte
grations. The Alden-Srhimlel method leads to results in 
dosed form for rrctangular tail and bod)- rombinations, 
and the ealculation has been carried out ill Appendix C. 
Tlw values of i for the vortex in the plane of a rc,etangular 
tail and for a radius-semispan ratio of 0.2 are given in figurP 
11 for four values of (c/(3s)r . For a value of (c /(3s)r=0 the 
Alden-Schindel technique and strip theory are identical. 
Thus, a C'omparison of the curves for other values of (c/(3s)r 
,Yith those for zero give an indication of the error due to 
the use of strip theory for large chord-span ratios. The 
first resul t is that the illfinit!- at (J/s)r= l (for values of 
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Figure 11.-Effect of chord-span ratio on lift of rectangular tail due 
to wing vortex as determined by AldE>n-Schindel technique for vortex 
in plane of tai l ; (r/s )r=0.2. 

(c/(3s)r not equal to zero) has been eliminat.ed by using the 
Alden-Schindel technique. For vortex positions outboard 
of the tail tip, the effect of (c/(3s)r is ver.Y small. However, 
for vortex positions inboard of the tip, a larger effect of 
(c/(3s)r is indicated. To obtain an idea of where the dis
crepancy clue to the use of strip theor_,- is la rge nnd \\-h ere 
small, a figure has been prepared sho\\-ing the rat io of 
(i_,.s - isr) /i_,.s as a measure of the Pl'l'Or incurred in using 
strip theory for (c /(3s)r= 0.5 . This rat io is shom 1 ns n func
tion of vortex position in figurr 12. Fo r posit ions of the 
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FIGURE 12.-Error due to use of strip theory in e"t ima1ion of loads 
on rectangular tail sect ion due to \Ying vortic'!:". 

vortex outboard of the tail tip , the errnr is ge1u.-rall_,- very 
small except in the imm0diate vicinity of the tip. For posi
tions of the wing vortex inboard of the tail tip, a maximum 
error of about 35 percent can be incurred by t he use of 
strip theory. This error decreases with increasing Yortcx 
clistancc from the tail. The reason that larger errnrs are 
incurred for positions of the vortex inboard of the tail tip 
is that here the net effect of the vortex is the small differ0nce 
of large positive and negativ0 lifts, while for outboard posi
tions the vortex induces negative lift across the entire tail. 
It is believed that the use of strip theory is more accurate 
for tapered wings than for rectangular wings since it is knowu 
to be ·exact for t riangular wings with supersonic edgei;, 
Despite the fact that. strip theor.v does not possess the ac
cmacy of linear theory for purposes of estimating tail loads, 
it has several decisive advantages over the linear theory 
(exemplified at supersonic speeds by the Alden-Schindel 
method). First, the necessary theoretical information is 
not available for using linear theory in some cases at super
.sonic speeds . Second, separate determinations would be 
required for different (c /(3s)r values and for subsonic and 
supersonic speeds, making the construction of design charts 
extremely difficult. For these reasons and because of its 
great simplicity, strip theory is used in this report for com
puting the tail interference factors except for rectangular 
tails at supersonic speeds. 

The contribution of wing-tail interference to the lift 
coefficient is now derived. The contribution is by definition 

C _LT( V ) 

Lr ,v>- q,,,Sw (44) 
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with the aid of equations (38) and (42) there is obtained 

CL = (CLa) w(CLa)T [Kw<ma+kw(BJow] i(sr- rr) (
45

) 
TO'> 211"ArCfw-rw) 

The values of KwcBJ and kwc8 i are obtained from chart 1, the 
value of i from chart 7, and the value of j w from chart 5 or 6. 
For rectangular tails at supersonic speeds the value of i 
calculated by use of the Alden-Schindel technique is 
recommended. 

LIFT ON WING AFTERBODY DUE TO WING VORTICES 

In the previous work it was assumed that no change in 
lateral vortex spacing occurred between the wing and tail 
because, for the purposes of this report, the extra work to 
compute the change is usually not warranted. However, if 
for some reason a step-by-step calculation of the vortex path 
is made, the lift on the wing afterbody can be estimated. 
The model shown in figure 6 is used in the estimation. The 
lift represented by a horseshoe vortex is p°' V °'rm per unit 
span. The lift represented by the vortex system at the 
wing trailing edge is thus 2p°' VooI'm(Jw - Qw) and at the tail 
location is 2p 00 V,,,I',.(Jr-gr), The net lift. retained on the 
body between the wing and the tail is thus 

With the aid of the relationships 

rw2 

gw=
fw 

Yr -Jfi+hi 

equat.ion (46) becomes in lift coefficient form 

4r m [Uw2-nv2) ri ] 
OLBWl= - SwV°' fw -fr+ -Jfr 2+hr2 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

Lagerstrom and Graham (ref. 11) have derived this same 
result using a different method. Generally, the change inf 
between wing and tail is not known unless the step-by-step 
solution mentioned in reference 25 is performed. In this 
case both the total lift and distribution of lift on the body 
due to the trailing vortices is known. However, if only an 
upper bound on the value of OLBcvi is desired, then the value 
of j °' can be used for j r in equation (49). 

SUMMARY OF LIFT COMPONENTS OF WING-BODY-TAIL COMBINATIONS 

The seven components of the lift acting on a wing-body
tail combination are outlined as follows: 

1 . Lift on body nose, 

2. Lift on wing in presence of body, 

(OL)w<B>=[Kw<BJa+kw(BJ0w] (CLa)w 

3. Lift on body due to wing, 

(CL)B(W) = [KB(W)a+ks,wiow] ( CLa)w 
496170 0-59-3 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

4. Lift on tail in presence of body (negleqting wing 
vortices), 

(53) 

5. Lift on body due to tail (neglecting wing vortices), 

(OL)B(T)= [KB (T)a+kB(T)oT] (OLa)T (~:) (54) 

6. Lift on tail section due to wing vortices, 

(OLa)w (OLa) T [Kw cBia+kw(BJow] i(sr-rr) 
211"ArCfw-rw) (55) 

7. Lift on wing afterbody due to wing vortices, 

(56) 

An example of the use of these equations is presented in a 
subsequent numerical computation for a specific wing-body
tail combination. Chart 8, which summarizes the lift-curve 
slopes of wings at supersonic speeds as determined from 
linear theory, is included for use with these formulas. 

LONGITUDINAL CENTER-OF-PRESSURE THEORY 

In the section on lift theory the differences between subsonic 
and supersonic speeds were given only passing attention 
since the lift theory as developed applies in the same form 
to both speed ranges. The primary affect of Mach number 
was manifest through the quantities (CLa)w and (CLa)r. 
However, in the center-of-pressure theory the Mach number 
has a direct effect on the centers of pressure of several of the 
lift components, and a definite distinction must be made 
between· the subsonic and supersonic cases for these 
components. 

Several conventions are adopted with regard to center-of
pressure position in this report. All positions for the com
plete configuration are ultimately given in fractions of the 
body length behind the most forward point of the body. In 
the design charts, the centers of pressure of LB<W>, LwcB>, 
Lr<B>, and L 8 cr> are given in fractions of the root chord 
behind the juncture of the leading edge with the body. All 
length symbols having bars over them represent center-of
pressure lengths. 

CENTER OF PRESSURE OF BODY NOSE 

For most purposes the center of pressure of the body nose 
can be estimated with sufficient accuracy by slender-body 
theory. The result is obtained that 

(57) 

wherein Vs and ls are the volume and length of that portion 
of the body nose forward of the shoulder. For bodies with 
noses of small fineness ratio or even for bodies with slender 
noses at high Mach numbers, some lift is carried over onto 
the body behind the nose, tending to make IN greater th1m 
the value given by equation (57). If the lift on the nose is a 
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substantial fraction of the total lift, the effect can be sig
nificant. In such cases linear theory is better than slender
body theory, although experimental values of IN are always 
preferred. In this report, the theoretical values used will be 
those of slender-body theory. The centers of pressure of 
ogival noses as determined from slender-body theory are 
presented in chart 9. 

CENTER OF PRESSURE OF WING IN PRESENCE OF BODY 

Angle of attack.-The center of pressme of a triangular 
,,·ing in the presence of an infinite cylindrical body as given 
by slender-body theory (ref. 13), in percent of the exposed 
wing root chord measured from the leading edge of the wing
body juncture, is 

2 -+- tan-1 
- +-·-ln -.- - - -- 21r- 1+-(1 r4

) (s) 2 r3 [(82+1'2
)

2 s] 11'3 ( 82

) 

3 s4 1' 3 s3 2s· r 3 s3 1'2 

1' 

s 

( 
7
,
2
)

2 
(

8
) r

2 

[ (s 1')] 1 +s2 tan -1 r -s2 1r+ r-s 

(58) 

An alternate method for evaluating center-of-pressure 
location of a triangular wing-body combination is to suppose 
that the exposed wings are operating in the upwash field of 
the body alone and then to calculate the resultant ce~1ter-of
pressure location using strip theory. The- procedure to be 
followed is similar to that used ~ the lift-theory section. 
The upflow angle due to the body varies spanwise on the 
horizontal plane of symmetry as 

(59). 

where y is the lateral distance from the body axis. The 
wing is thus effectively twisted by the body-alone flow. If 
now the upwash angle given by equation (59) is taken into 
account by using strip theory, an approximate value of lift 
1s given as 

(60) 

T he moment about the leading edge of the root chord is 

(61) 

It is assumed that th e center of pressure of the strip is 
at the rnidchord. Dividing moment by lift then gives for 
the center-of-pressure location for the wing of a triangular 
wing-body combination 

1 1 1' 3 1'
2 11 1'3 

( r) r2 s 
~ =!+ 6-2 s-2 s2+6 s3+ 1 +s s2 ln r 
Cl,,.. 2 2( I-;)[~ (I-~)-~ ln G)] (62) 

The results of equations (58) and (62) are presented in 
figure 13 as a function of r/s. In addition, the value of 
center of pressure of the wing alone as determined by linear 
theory is indicated. It is significant that all three methods 
give essentially the same result for the center-of-pressure 
location of the wing in presence of the body. It may be 
concluded that (x/cr)w for wing alone (defined as exposed 
wing panels joined together) , although independent of r/s, 
gives a sufficiently accurate representation of (x/c,)wcBJ for 
triangular wings in presence of the body. 
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FIGURE 13.-Comparison of theoretical values of (x/c,) wcB> for tri
angular wing with no trailing-edge sweep. 

If slender-body theory is applied to rectangular wings in 
combination, the erroneous result is obtained that all lift, 
and therefore the center of pressure, is at the wing lefl,ding 
edge. While this result is valid for vanishing aspect ratio, 
it is obviously not valid in general. On the other hand, by 
strip theory, the center of pressure is given at the midchord 
and is independent of the aspect ratio. This value is exact 
only in the case of vanishing chord and is approximately 
true for moderate to high aspect ratios. The center-of
pressure location of wing alone as predicted by linear theory 
exhibits a shift toward the leading edge from the midchord 
position with decreasing aspect ratio. 

3,BA-2 
6,BA-3 

(63) 

Equation (63) is valid for ,BA>l. For ,BA<l, negative 
lifting pressures due to tip effects develop on rearward 
areas of the wing, moving the center of pressure nearer the 
wing leading edge. Thus, the wing-alone center-of-pressure 
location as predicted by linear theory approaches the value 
given by strip theory for wings (in presence of body) of 
high aspect ratios and shows a location more in accordance 
with slender-body-theory results at low aspect ratios. It is 
therefore concluded that for rectangular wings the center of 
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pressure of the wing alone for all aspect ratios is more 
representative of the center of pressure of the lift on the 
wing in presence of a body than the result given by either 
slender-body theory or strip theory. 

For trapezoidal wings of no trailing-edge sweep, slender
body theory gives all the lift, and hence center of pressure, 
on the portions of the wing forward of the leading edge of 
the tip chord. In general, however, lift is known to exist. 
over the entire wing and the slender-body result for center
of-pressure location is too far forward at high aspect ratios. 
Strip theory, on the other hand, principally by not account
ing for tip effects, generally gives a center-of-pressure loca
tion too far aft of the wing leading edge particularly at lo'Y 
aspect ratios. For large aspect ratios wing-alone theory is 
in good accord with strip theory, and at low aspect ratios, 
with slender-body theory. Since strip theory is reliable 
only at high aspect ratios, it can be concluded that wing
alone theory is best for the entire aspect-ratio range. 

On the basis of the foregoing comparison of wing-alone 
theory with slender-body theory and strip theory for tri
angular, rectangular, and trapezoidal wings in combination 
with a body, it is concluded that of these three theories 
wing-alone theory is the best for representing the center of 
pressure of the exposed wing panels throughout the aspect
ratio range. Some simple charts to assist in estimating 
these center-of-pressure positions are now presented. For 
supersonic speeds, charts 10 (a), 10 (b), and 10 (c) give the 
variation of (x/c,)w with ,BA for wings of no leading-edge 
sweep, no midchord sweep, and no trailing-edge sweep , 
respectively, for taper ratios of >..=0, %, and 1. The curves 
giving (x/c,)w are extrapolated to the limiting values given 
by slender-body theory at ,8A=0, for which case slender
body theory is valid. The value of (x/c,)w for any given 
wing of this family can be found by suitable interpolation. 
For subsonic speeds the charts of D e Young and Harper, 
reference 23, can be used for estimating (x/c,)w for a wide 
range of aspect ratios , taper ratios, and sweep angles. The 
results are presented in chart 11. Again the results have 
been extrapolated from values of ,8A=2 to the slender-body 
values at ,BA=0. Crossplotting aided in the extrapolation. 

The distance from the most forward point of the body to 
the wing center of pressure is 

lw(Bla=lw+ (c,)w(x/c,)wcBla 

r 

4q .. awm 3 { ~ [ 2m,8+5 + {3d/c, 
311'{3 c, \f 1 +7, 3(mf3+ 1)2 3(mf3+ 1) 

(64) 

Wing-incidence angle.-No general method for estimating 
(x/c,)w<Blo exists, but specialized results are available for 
rectangular wing and body combinations for which {3A 2".: 2 
or for· slender triangular wing and body combinations. For 
the rectangular wing and body combinations, values of 
(x/c,)w<B>o based on linear theory obtained from reference 3 
are presented in chart 12. The values of (x/c,)w<B>o are 
lower than the wing-alone (1·/s=0) values by a few percent of 
the root chord. The results for slender triangular-wing and 
body combinations as determined from slender-body theory 
in Appendix A are shown in chart 13. The deviation of 
(x/c,)w<B>o from the wing-alone value of % is only a fractiona1 
percent of the root chord . For the combination to which 
they apply, the results of charts 12 and 13 are to be used. 
For other combinations, (x/c,)w provides a good approxima-
t.ion to (x/c,)W<Bl o until more accurate values are available. 

The center-of-pressure position with reference to the body 
is 

(65) 

CENTER OF PRESSURE ON BODY DUE TO WING 

The center of pressure acting on the body due to the wing 
is determined by different methods, depending on whether 
subsonic or supersonic fl.ow is considered. The assumption 
is made that the center of pressure of the lift transferred from 
the wing to the body is not sensitive to whether the lift is 
developed by angle of attack or by wing deflection. Then 
there is no appreciable difference between (J,jc,) B<W>a and 
(xjc,)8cw,o• and these two cases are not treated separately. 

Supersonic fl.ow.-For the supersonic case the planar 
model of figure 4 is used. This is the same model that was 
used for the determination of the lift on the body in the 
presence of the wing. The moment of the lift, (eq. (23)) 
carried onto the body by a wing with a supersonic leading 
edge is 

in terms of the coordinate system of figure 4(b). This result, 
doubled to account for the lift of two half-wings, gives 

1 ] _1 [ l+~~(mf3+l ) ] ({3d)3 1 _1( c,) [ 2m,8+5 ] [
1
-(m11

1
+ 1Y] _1 1 } 

(l+m{J)2 cos {1d + c m2{12 cosh 1+ {1d - 3(mf1+l)2 ✓m2112_ 1 cos m/j (67) 
mf1+-(mf1+1) ' c, 
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The center-of-pressure location is then found using KJJ<W> 
from equation (24) and the moment from equation (67) as 
follows: 

(68) 

Similarly for wings with subsonic edges there is obtained 

8qa,aw(m{3)3/2 rdd11 rc,+11~ ~✓F- d~ (69) 
7r{3(f3m+l) Jo J11~ ✓ m ~+11 

giving 

3(m{3- 3)(mf3+1)2 
(~~] 

(8m{3+24)m3{33 

9m{3(mf3+l )3 - cosh 1 
' 

(m{3- 3)({3d)3 
_ ✓mf3+(mf3+l)~d} 

3m{3 c, (m f3+lfd 
(70) 

The moment of equation (70) with K 8 <w> of equation (26) 
is used in equation (68) to give the center of pressure of 
the lift on an infinite cylindrical body due to the wing. 
The results for center of pressure for both supersonic and 
subsonic leading edges are presented as a function of {3d/c, 
with m{3 as the parameter in chart 14(a). It is notable that 
the effect of m{3 is small. 

The case for no afterbody is approximated by integrating 
equations (66) and (69) with c, as the upper limit. This is 
analogous to the determination of K 8 cw> for the no after
body case in the lift-theory section. The results for both 
supersonic and subsonic leading edges are presented m 
chart 14(b) . 

While chart 14 can be used for an- approximation to 
(x/c,)B(W) for the low-aspect-ratio range, a somewhat more 
accurate form can be presented for this range (chart 15). In 
the more accurate chart the independent variables are taken 
to be aspect ratio and taper. ratio , with radius-semispan 
ratio as parameter. The. values of (x/c,h<w> for {3A=0 are 
those given by slender-body theory, and the values for 
(r/s)=0 are those for the wing alone as given by linear 
theory. On the basis of this information it is possible to 
extrapolate the high-aspect-ratio theory to {3A= 0, as has 
been done in chart 15 for the afterbody case. This is to 
serve as a design chart for the low-aspect-ratio range. A 
similar chart can easily be formulated for the no-afterbody 
case by use of the results of chart 14(b). In establishing 
the slender-body values at {3A=0, it was assumed that no 
lift was developed downstream of the maximum wing span. 
The extrapolation was not attempted for }..=0 and no lead
ing-edge sweep. 

The center-of-pressure positions as obtained by the 
planar-model method for the afterbody and the no-afterbody 
cases are compared with the slender-body theory centers of 
pressure in figure 14. For the case of the subsonic-leading
edge wing, m{3= 0.2 , for which slender-body theory would 
be expected to be the most applicable, the agreement with 
the no-afterbody case is very good for the entire range of 
2{3r/c,. However, the agreement between the slender-body 
theory and the afterbody case is poor. The latter result 
is to be anticipated by a consideration of figure 4(a). For 
a given geometry, an increase in Mach number causes a 
primary portion of the pressure disturbance carried onto 
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slender-body theory values . 
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(i,/C,)B(W) with 

the body to sweep beyond the wing trailing edge. Sim
ilarly, a decrease in chord with a given Mach number 
and body diameter moves the wing trailing edge ahead of 
the primary portion of the lift disturbance carried onto the 
body. Since the present method agrees very well wi th 
slender-body theory where slender-body theory is expected 
to be applicable, and since slender-body theory does not 
properly account for the afterbody, the present method of 
determining (x/c,) 8 cw> is applied t o all combinations. 

Subsonic flow.-Hitherto, no method seems to have been 
available for estimating (x/c,) 8 cw> at subsonic speeds. For 
this purpose, the lifting-line model shown in figure 15 has 
been used. The lifting line is placed along the quarter
chord line of the wing and its image is introduced inside the 
body. The e:.\.'ternal lifting line is divided into a number of 
bound vortices, the strengths of which are proportional to 
the circulation distribution. The lifting line is not uni
formly loaded although each of the horseshoe vortices is. 
The external vortices have their internal images which PIO· 
duce the lift on the body, this lift being produced at th e 
bound part of the horseshoe vortex. Since the lift on the 
body due to each elemental image horseshoe vortex is pro
portional to the product of its strength times the length 
of its bound element, and since its lift acts at the bound 
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FIGURE 15.-Vortex model for determining center of pressure of body 
in presence of wing or tail at subsonic speeds. 

element, it is easy to determine the center of lift of all the 
image horseshoe vortices . The formulas for the calculation 
are presented in Appendix D and the results for (x/c,hcw> 
at subsonic speeds are presented in chart 16. In Appendix 
D, the lifting line was assumed to be elliptically loaded. 
This assumption should be valid for most cases since the 
calculation is not sensitive to the span loading and since 
efficient wings tend to be elliptically loaded. No difference 
between (x/c,hcw>a and C:i/c,hcw>6 has been considered since 
any such differences will be small and are beyond the scope 
of available theory. 

Chart 16 gives results for unswept leading edges, midchord 
lines, and trailing edges as a function of ,BA and r/s. The 
results for ,BA~ 4 represent the results of lifting-line theory. 
It is to be noted that no dependence on aspect ratio is found 
on the basis of lifting-line theory. It is known that at low 
aspect ratios the loading on the wing-body combi'nation 
approaches the slender-body loading for which the center of 
pressure on the body is known. The value from lender
body theory is plotted on the chart at ,BA= 0. Furthermore, 
for r/s=0 it is clear that (x/c,) 8 cw> equals the center of pres-

sure of the loading at the root chord of the wing alone. This 
quantity has been obtained from the work of reference 26 
for rectangular and triangular wings of low aspect ratio. 
The results of reference 26 agree with good accuracy with 
the lifting-line-theory results for r/s =0 at about ,BA=4. 
Therefore, lifting-line theory has been adopted for ,BA>4, 
and for ,BA< 4 the curves have been extrapolated to the 
slender-body values at ,BA=0 with the r/s =0 re ults used 
as a guide. The extrapolated curves are sho\\·n dotted in 
chart 16. The distance of the center of pressure from the 
most forward point of the body is 

lBcw>=lw+(c,)w (i) 
C, B (IV) 

(71) 

CENTER OF PRESSURE OF TAIL IN PRESENCE o•' BODY 

The center of pressure of the tail in the presence of the 
body (wing-tail interference being neglected) is given by the 
same procedure as that for the wing. For supersonic speeds 
the value of (x/c,h as determined from chart 10 is used as an 
approx·imation to (x/c,)TCB>· For subsonic speeds the charts 
of reference 23 or those of chart 11 are available for estimat
ing (x/c,h. The distance from the most forward point of 
the body to the tail center of pressure is thus 

(72) 

CENTER OF PRESSURE ON BODY DUE TO TAIL 

The center of pressure on the body due to the tail, wing
tail interference being neglected, is determined by the same 
procedure as that due to the wing. For supersonic speeds 
charts 14 and 15 are used. For subsonic speeds chart 16 is 
used in estimating (x/c,) 8 <T>• From these values the dis
tu.nce from the foremost point of the body to the center of 
pressure 1s 

(73) 

CENTER OF PRESSURE OF TAIL SECTION DUE TO WING VORTICES 

The flow over the tail due to the wing vortices varies 
greatly as the position of the vortex varies with respect to 
the tail. It follows that the center of pressure of the lift 
clue to the effect of the vortices on the tail section is also 
dependent on the position of the vortices with respect to the 
tail. It is possible on the basis of strip theory to take account 
of this effect. However, the refinement is hardly warranted 
in view of the fact that the distance from the center of 
moments to the tail is usually large so that great precision 
in the location of the center of pressui·e of the load on the 
tail section due to the wing vortices is unnecessary. A good 
approximation is to take the center of pressure as that for 
the tail panels in combination with the body. Thus 

I T(V) = I T(B) (74) 
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SUMMARY OF CENTER-OF-PRESSURE POSITIONS OF WING-BODY-TAIL 
COMBINATION 

The components of the lift, with the exception of the lift 
on the wing afterbody due to the wing vortices, have center
of-pressure positions estimated as follows: 

1. Center of pressure of body nose, 

(7 5) 

2. Center of pressure of wing in presence of body, 

lw cB>=lw+ (i) (c,)w Cr W(B) 
(76) 

with 

Kwc 8 >a (i) +kw cB> ow (i) 
Cr W(B )a Cr W(B)o (77) 

3. Center of pressure on body due to wing, 

lBcw> = lw+(c,)w (i) (78) 
Cr B(W) 

4. Center of pressure of tail in the presence of body, 

lT cBJ=lT+(crh (i) 
Cr T(B) 

5. Center of pressure on body due to tail, 

lB cTi = lT+(c,)T (i) 
Cr B(T) 

(79) 

(8 0) 

6. Center of pressure of tail section due to wing vortices, 

(81) 

The center of pressure for the entire combination is thus 

1 [N(CL)N+iw(B) (CL)W(B) +lB(W) (CL)B(IV) + zB (T) (CL)B(T) + lT (B) (CL)r(B) +lT(V ) (CL)T(V) 
C ({'L)N+ (('L)W(B) + (CL) B(IV) + (('L)B(T) + (CL)T(B) + (CL)T(V) 

(82) 

HINGE-MOMENT THEORY 

The methods for estimating (x/cr)wcB>a and (x/cr)wcB>• for 
the complete combination contain within themselves the 
methods for obtaining cha and ch. · However, it should be 
pointed out that, in general, greater accm:acy is needed in 
the value of (x /c,)wcBJ for estimating hinge moments than for 
estimat ing the moment characteristics of. the complete com
bination. Consider, for instance, a triangular, all-movable 
control which has a nearly constant center-of-pressure posi
tion through the speed range, and the hinge line of which is 
located dose to the center-of-pressure location. For such a 
control, small changes in center-of-pressme position r epre
sent large changes in hinge-moment coefficient so that 
accurate values of (x/cr)wcBJ arc. desired. 

The va.]ues of cha and ch. are given very simply by the 
followi ng rxpressions: 

c,,a = - (crfc)Kw,d (x /cr)W(B)a- (x,, /cr)] (CLa)w (83) 

c,,.= - (c, /c)kw(B)[ (x/cr)W(B)•- (xh/cr) l ( CL a) w (84) 

wherein the coefficients are based on the mean aerodynamic 
chord as the reference length. For triangular-wing and 
body combinations the values of (x /cr )W(B)a and (x /cr)W(B )o can 
be obtained from chart 13, and for rectangular-wing and 
body combinations (x/cr)wca>o can be obtained from chart 12. 

To estimate the hinge moment, the effect of wing section 
must be considered in the determination of (x /cr)wca>• If 
experimental results are available, the best method for 
doing this is to add the theoretical center-of-pressme shift 
due to interference as given by the present method to the 
e:\.-perimental center-of-pressme position of the wing alone. 
If the experimental wing-alone center of pressure is not 
available, it can be estimated by adding the second-order 
theory or shock-expansion theory center-of-pressme shift for 
the two-dimensional wing section to the three-dimensional 
linear-theory center-of-pressme position. 

COMPUTATIONAL TABLE FOR DETERMINING LIFT COM
PONENTS AND CENTERS OF PRESSURE 

'fo organize and illustrate the calculations of the lift and 
center-of-pressme characteristics of wing-body-tail combina
tions, a computational table, based on the equations and 
charts already presented, is presented as table I. A numer
ical example (combination 101) is included in the table, 
which is self-explanatory. The reference area and moment 
reference point and length are arbitrary. Angular measures 
are always in degrers. 

A possible confusion in the use of the computing table is 
the manner of using chart 7 when interpolations must be 
made :Vith respect to >,, and r/s. Normally, one can inter
polate at constant values of the vortex lateral and vertical 
pos1t10ns. However, for positions of the vortex near the 
bodr, the interpolation in r/s can carry the vortex inside the 
body. Under such circumstances, it is r ecommended that 
the interpolation be made at constant values of (hjs)T and 
Ur - rT) / (sT-rT), the vortex lateral position as a fraction of 
the span of the exposed tail panel. Again it is advocated that 
experimental values of the lift-curve slopes ( CLa ) w, ( CLa) T' 

and ( CLa) 8 be used if available. If the experimental values of 

( ('La ) wand ( CLa ) T are unavailable, chart 8 can be used for 
supersonic speeds and the charts of reference 23 can be con
sulted for subsonic speeds. I t is to be no·~ed that in the cal
culative form, the body radius can be variable since the 
quantities rN, rw, and rT are all considered separately. If 
the body radius is varying at the wing or tail loca·~ion, an 
average radius should be used at each location. The assump
tion has been used in determining the vertical vortex position 
at the tail that "tlte wing vortex streams back in the free
stream direction. For variable body radius the assumption 
is made that in the plan view, the wing vor~ex streams back 
parallel to the side of the body. This assumption is incor
porated into the computing table. The center of pressure 
of ogival noses preseu-~ed in chart 9 is used in the comput
ing table. 
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION 

To test the m ethod of this report, a series of calculations 
have been performed to estimate the characteristics of a 
number of combinations, and these characteristics have been 
compared with experiment. The geometric and aerody
namic characteristics of these combinations for which the 
comparisons have been made are summarized in table II for 
wing-body combinations and in table III for wing-body-tail 
combinat ions. 

For the most part the correlations are made on the basis of 
the lift and moments of the entire combination since the divi
sion of lift and moment between the components is not gen
erally given by available experimental data. It should be 
borne in mind that correlation between the method and ex
periment on the basis of total lift does not necessarily imply 
that the distribution of lift between body and wing has been 
correctly predicted by the method. 

Some difficulty was met in t !"ying to determine lift- and 
moment-curve slopes from published curves since slight non
linearities near a=O were occasionally present. For these 
instances the curves were generally linear for ±2°, and the 
average over this range was used. However, some of the 
moment characteristics for wing-body-tail combinations were 
so nonlinear that it was impossible to determine the center
of-pressure position at a8 =0 accurately, and in these cases 
the information was not entered in table III. The values 
of the lift-curve slope for the bodies alone were in some 
instances also difficult to obtain accurately because of the 
small slopes of the curves. Furthermore, · the reliabili tv of 
the experimental lift-curve slopes was sometimes question
able. In one case, data on similar configurations from dif
ferent testing facilities (and at different Reynolds numbers) 
gave a difference of the order of 10 percent in the lift-curve 
slopes. Also, generally speaking, the data have not been 
corrected for any flow irregularities that may exist in the 
various wind tunnels. In view of these difficulties, together 
with the approximations made in the method, it was felt 
that a correlat ion of ± 10 percent would be a realistic 
accuracy to expect for the lift-curve slopes. 

LIFT 

Wing-body combinations.-Figure 16 is a correlation be
t ,,·een the estimated and experimental values of {3 (d0dda)c 
for wing-body combinations at. supersonic speeds . Config
urations with triangular, rectangular, and trapezoidal wing 
plan forms are included. These ma.Y be identified by refer
ring to table II. Included in figure 16 are the line of perfect 
agreement and dashed lines indicating ± 10 percent deviation 
from perfect agreement. It is readily apparent from this 
figure that the present method estimates the lift-curve slope 
within ± 10 percent for most ·of the combinations, and thus 
properly accounts for the first-order effects of wing-body 
interference. 2 The scatter about the lines of perfect agree
ment is apparently random and is due to second-order effects 
that will subsequently be discussed. The flagged symbols 

2 In this connrction, it is Si¥nificant to ask how much error can be introduced by neglecting 
interference. For the triangular wings or this report it was determined that the sums of the 
wing-alone and body-alone lilt-cur\"C slopes ,w r,• , on th,• awrage, 20 percent greater than the 
corresponding experimental lift-curve slOIX'S for the combinations when the wing alone is 
taken as the triangular wing that Includes the blanketed area . For very small wings the sum 
can approach twice the experimental value. 
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Fm URE 16.-Correlation between experimental and estimated lift

curve slopes for wing-body combinations at supersonic speeds ;a= O. 

represent values calculated by afterbody theory for the con
figurations with no afterbody. On the average, the estimated 
lift-curve slopes for these points are larger than the experi
mental, as would be expected since the theory includes non
existent afterbody lift . When the no-afterbody theory is 
used, these points fall more in line with the other correlation 
points. In some instances, the effect of afterbody is large. 

With regard to triangular wing-body combinations the 
present method is not substantially different from that of 
reference 6, which was found to be valid for such combina
tions. Thus, correlation for the ·triangular wing-body com
binations was assured. 

For the rectangular wing-body combinations, a point of 
interest is furnished by the fact that slender-body theory 
should be inapplicable. Consider the slender-body combina
tion that includes the area OA' A in figure 17. A~cording to 
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FIGURE 17.-Formation of rectangular wing-body combination from 
a slender combination. 
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slender-body theory the entire lift is developed on OAA'. If 
A approaches A', the slender combination becomes non
slender and, on the basis of slender-body theory, the lift re
mains unchanged and is concentrated on the leading edge of 
the rectangular half-wing. This application of slender-body 
theory to rectangular wing-body combinations represents a 
degenerate case of the theory. It is thus interesting that 
slender-body theory values of KwcB> produce correlation for 
rectangular wing-body combinations. The good correlation 
of the trapezoidal wing-body combinations is more significant 
than that for the triangular or rectangular w-ing-body com
binations because generally four quantities are necessary to 
describe the geometry of trapezoidal combinations, whereas 
only two are necessary for the latter combinations. 

In figure 18 the subsonic experimental values of {3(d0d da)c 
for wing-body combinations are plotted against the esti
mated values. Certain of the correlation points have flags 
to indicate that they represent .the Mach number range 0.9 
to 1.0. It is apparent that the present method of predicting 
{3(d0dda)c is accurate to within about ± 10 percent for wing
body combinations at subsonic speeds, as well as supersonic 
speeds. 
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FIGURE 18.-Correlation between experimental and estimated lift
curve slopes for wing-body combinations at subsonic speeds; a=O . 

Figure 19 is presented to indicate how the present method 
predicts the trend with Mach number of the lift-curve slopes 
of wing-body combinations. For these examples the trends 
are well represented by the theory. However, in the tran
sonic range the estimated magnitudes tend to be too small 
because of nonlinear transonic effects. Linear theory was 
use<l to compute the wing-alone lift-curve slope for the 
theory. foDevitt (ref. 27) has shown that for rectangular 
wings having ACA 65AOXX sections, good agreement 
bet.ween linear theory and experiment is obtained for lift 
near M"" = 1 if the transonic similarity parameter A(t/c)¼ 
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FIGURE 19.-Variation with Mach number of lif t-curve slope of 
several wing-body combinations at a=C. 

is less than unity. However, no well-defined dependence of 
the agreement between experiment and theory on this para
meter was noted for the four plan forms represented in 
figure 19. 

For some combinations the theory shows a peak in the 
lift-coefficient variation at M 00 =l, while for other combina
tions the peak occurs on the supersonic side. For M"" = 1, 
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the effective aspect ratio is zero, and the slender-body value 
of the lift-curve slope, (?r/2)A, has been used in the theory. 
On the supersonic side of M,,, = 1 the ve lues of {:lA are sinall 
and the wing lift-curve slope has been obtained from low
aspect-ratio linear theory. If the lift-curve slope so ob
tained is greater than that obtained from slender-body 
theory, then the maximum lift-curve slope occurs on the 
supersonic side of M"' = 1. The behavior of the lift varia
tion with Mach number aro_und M"'=l thus depends on the 
low-aspect-ratio lift characteristics of the wing alone. 

While the agreement between the estimated and experi
mental lift-curve slopes for the combinations compared is 
evidence suggesting that the division of lift between wing 
and body is correctly given by the present method ; never
theless, more direct evidence is needed to prove the J?Oint. 
Some such evidence is presented for supersonic speeds in 
figure 20 and table II. The experimental and estimated 
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FIGURE 20.-Comparison of experimental and estimated lift-curve 
slope for wings in the presence of the body at a=O. 

values of {:l (dCL/da)wcBl for the wing in the presence of the 
body are in good accord. At subsonic speeds data in ref
erence 2 give the same division of lift between wing and 
body as a function of diameter-span ratio as the present 
method. The comparison of the data in this report is with 
the theoretical division as given by the Lennertz theory 
which, as previously pointed out, is numerically the same as 
that given by slender-body theory on which the present 
method is based. 

The effects of wing-incidence angle on lift have been studied 
in a manner similar to the effects for angle of attack. Com
parison is made between the experimental and theoretical 
values of f:l( CL8) 0 in figure 21. A group of three combina
tions corresponding t o flagged symbols for which the wing
alone experimental values of ( CLa)w are available are indi-
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FIGURE 21.-Comparison of experimental and estimated lift-curve 
slopes for wing-body combinations at 5=0. 

cated . If, for the same combinations, the theoretical values 
of f:l( CL8) 0 are based on the experimental values of the wing
alone lift-curve slope, then the flagged points of figure 21 
become the flagged solid points which are in good correla
tion with experiment. Generally the predicted values of 
f:l( CL8) 0 tend to be somewhat too large for the data cor
related . There are not sufficient data to determine whether 
this effect is due to inaccuracies in the theory or to a tend
ency of the experimental wing-alone lift-curve slopes to be 
less than the theoretical slopes. 

Experimental results available for the lift on the wing in 
the presence of the body due to variation in o are compared 
with the estimated results in figure 22 and table II. With 
the exception of three points, the agreement between theory 
and experiment is considered good. These three points are 
for a wing-body configuration for which the wing-alone lift
curve slope is not properly predicted by linear theory. 
When the experimental value of the wing-alone lift-curve 
slope is used in the estimation, the correlation between 
tneoretical and estimated values is good. 

Wing-body-tail combinations.-The values of {:l (dCLfda.)0 

at a.=0 obtained from experiment are plotted against the 
estimated values in figure 23 for subsonic speeds and in 
figure 24 for supersonic speeds (values are also presented in 
table III). To illustrate the importance of wing-tail inter
ference, the points are shown as squares for no wing-tail 
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interference considered in the estimates and as circles for 
wing-tail interference included in the estimated values. It 
is apparent that effects of wing-tail interference can be very 
large on a percentage basis, 30 to 40 percent. However, 
after the effects of wing-tail interference have been included 
in the theory, the errors are generally within ± 10 percent. 
Therefore, the accuracy of prediction of the wing-tail inter
ference in the worst cases must be within about ±25 to 30 
percent. 

The nonlinear variations of CL with a for two wing-body
tail combination_s at subsonic speeds are shown in figure 25 . 
The theory with and without wing-tail interference is shown. 
For these low angles of attack the theory including wing
tail interference is in good accord with the experiment. For 
higher angles of attack the body crossflow theory of reference 
15 predicts that the lift is greater than that estimated by 
the theory of this report. A comparison is made between 
experiment and theory for a supersonic speed in figure 26. 
Again in the low angle-of-attack range the agreement 
between the experimental and theoretical values of the lift 
coefficient is good. The variations of lift-curve slope with 
Mach number for zero angle of attack are shown in figure 27 
for two combinations. Although insufficient data a.re pre
sented for a conclusive evaluation of the theory in the 
transonic range, the trends with Mach number are well 
predicted for the combinations considered. 

LONGITUDINAL CENTER OF PRESSURE 

Wing-body combinations.-The method of this report has 
been applied to the calculation of the centers of pressure of 
wing-body combinations of widely varying plan form. The 
results for the angle-of-attack case are compared with the 
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experimental centers of pressure found by putting the 
experimental values of CLa and Cma into the expression 

where ZR is the moment reference length in inches. The 
results summarized in table II and in figure 28 show the 
correlation between the experimental and theoretical results 
for supersonic speeds. Included in figure 28 is a line of per
fect agreement and the lines of ± 0.05 l deviation from perfect 
agreement. The flagged symbols represent points for con
figurations with no afterbody for which the afterbody theory 
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was used . "\Vhen the no-aftrrbody theory is used, thrsc 
points fall more in line with t ltr other correlation points. 
As in the case of lift, t he effect of afte rhody on renter of 
pressure can be large. 

In general, the estimated centers of pressun' Rl' l' too fat· 
aft. Analysis of a number of wing-body eombina tions showed 
that this result is more pronoun c<'cl for the rectangular wings 
than for the triangular wings and that the error in th e l'sti
mation for trapezoidal wings is in termed iate. To be specific, 
t he line of mean correla tion is displaced 0.009 bod>· length 
from the line of perfect agreement for the triangular \\·ing , 
0.017 body length for the trapezoidal wings, and 0.026 body 
length for the rectangular wings. A possible explana tion for 
the difference in correla tion between the triangular and rec
tangular wing-body combinations can be made by considera
tion of the wing tip. It can be seen that the lift ratT_,·-over 
from a rectangular wing on to the shaded area of th<' body 
shown in figure 4 (b) is indepen<len t of span , provided that 
,BA 2:: 2, and can be consid ered that due to an infinit e wing. 
In order to form a finite wing, a "canceling wing" must be 
superposed on the infinite wing to form a wing tip. This 
canceling wing generates a negative lift which is transmitted 
in part onto the body aft of the trailing edge of the wing at 
a distance which depends primarily on the Mach number 
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and wing semispan. While this negative lift . carry-over is 
probably small, its effect on the over-all moment and center
of-pressure position of the combination might be appreciable 
due to the large moment arm involved. Since no account was 
taken of this decreased lift on the afterbody, the calculated 

centers of pressure for the rectangular wing-body combina
tions are too far aft. Triangular wings, having no tip chord, 
might be expected to have less wing-tip effects than rec
tangular wings. In view of these facts it is suggested that 
the aforementioned displacements of the lines of mean corre.: 
lation be applied as an empirical correction for each of the 
three classes of plan forms considered. The result of apply
ing this correction to the data in figure 28 is shown in figure 
29. The center-of-pressure positions for the combinations 
are now estimated within ±0.02 l for the angle-of-attack 
case. This empirical correction has been applied to the 
theoretical values of l call in table II. 
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The center-of-pressure positions at subsonic speeds for 
wing-body combinations as determined experimentally have 
been plotted as a function of the estimated positions in 
figure 30. Lines of ±0.02 l error have been included in the 
figure. Generally speaking, the configurations correlated lie 
within the ±0.02 l error limits. It is to be noted that the 
errors are randomly distributed about the line of perfect 
agreement. Comparison is made between theory and experi
ment for subsonic and supersonic speeds in figure 31 in which 
the variation with Mach number of the centers of pressure 
is presented for four wing-body combinations. The theory 
for supersonic speeds has been presented in two manners. 
The solid line represents the theory without empirical cor
rection, while the dashed lines represent the theory with tlie 
empirical corrections advocated. Generally speaking, the 
variation with Mach number of the center-of-pressure move
ment is not large so long as the transonic range is not trav
ersed. However, through the transonic range, changes in 
center of pressme of appreciable magnitude can occur. The 
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magnitudes of the shift are fairly well predicted when the 
empirical correction is made. It should be remembered 
that the correction applies only to wing-body combinations 
at supersonic speeds. 

A comparison of the experimental values of ([/l)ch with 
the theoretical values is presented in figure 32 and table II. 
The correction m entioned in connection with the angle-of
attack case is included in the estimated values. The present 
method, in conjunction with the empirical corrections, gives 
a means of estimating (l/ll:.:h to withiri about ±0.02 l. 

Wing-body-tail combinations,_:_A curre!!l.tion of the center
of-pressure posi lions for a:....c... 0 at sub ·onic speeds, as de
termined experimentally and as estimated, are presented 
in figure 33 for wing-body-tail combinations. It is clear that 
inclusion of the effects of wing-tail interference is sufficient 
to move the points into the correlation band for almost all 
cases. The results for supersonic speeds are shown in figure 
34. The effects of wing-tail interference are larger, generally, 
than for the subsonic wing-body-tail combinations. The 
correlation is accurate to within ± 0.02 l for nearly all the 
combinations. 

The effects of Mach number and angle of attack on the 
center-of-pressure position of wing-body-tail combinations 
can be very large. The effects of angle of attack are illus
trated in figure 25 for subsonic speeds and in figure 26 for a 
supersonic speed. The theory with and without wing-tail 
interference is shown. The effects of wing-tail interference 
are generally large for the combinations illustrated. One 
important observation from figure 26 is that a large rear
ward change in center-of-pressure location with angle of 
attack is observed and predicted, a change that is compara
ble in magnitude to the effects of wing-tail interference 
itself. The rearward shift is due to a decrease in the tail 
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download caused by the wing vortices as the angle of attack 
increases. 

One of the important problems of aircraft and missile 
design, the center-of-pressure travel in the transonic range, 
is considered in figure 35. Although insufficient data are 
presented for a conclusive evallfation of the theory, the 
trends with Mach number are well predicted for the data 
considered and the absolute values of the center-of-pressure 
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position arc within the ±0.02 l given as thr accuracy of the 
method by the correlation curves . 

Then' remain to discuss the effrcts of wing deflection 011 

wing-tail intcrfrrrnce. A positive drHrction of a wing nor
mally eauses an 11pload on the wing, but the rrsulting wing 
vortex causrs a download on the tail. As a result, a con
sidrrnble pitching moment is devrloprd. For slender wing
body-tail combinations with tail spans greater than the wing 
span, 1\Iorilrnwa, in refrn·nce 9, pointrd out that the lift on 
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-
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the tail due to interference is equal and opposite to that on 
the wing. Under these circumstances a pure couple is de
veloped on the airplane due to wing deflection so that the 
center of pressure moves forward. The forward movement 
can be large. 
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To determine the validity of the present computational 
method for estimating the effects of wing incidence on the 
lift and moment interference of complete configurations, 
estimates are made of the lift and moment characteristics 
of those combinations for which data for variable wing 
incidence are available. The estimated and experimental 
characteristics are compared in figures 36 and 37 for two 
combinations having different wing and tail planforms. 
Both combinations exhibit the forward movement of the 
center of pressure. In the low angle-of-attack range where 
the theory applies, the agreement between theory and 
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FIGURE 37.-Comparison between estimated and experimental effects 

of wing incidence for combination 101 

experiment is good for the combination of figure 36 but not 
for the combination of figlil'e 37. This combination, which 
was tested at supersonic speeds and which has a triangular 
wing with supersonic leading edges, exhibits a behavior 
which is not explainable in terms of the theoretical model 
with one fully rolled-up vortex per wing panel. Figure 37 
shows that the predicted lift due to wing deflection is in 
good agreement with experiment, but the predicted moment 
is not realized. Since the predicted moment is due primarily 
to tail download,· it follows that the tail download is not 
developed. This behavior is explainable in terms of span 
loading. Experimental and theoretical results (ref. 3) 
indicate that for rectangular wings of sufficiently large aspect 
ratio, the span loading at the juncture of the wing and 
body is considerably below the maximum span loading on 
the wing for variable wing incidence at zero angle of attack. 
This means that the shed vorticity inboard has the opposite 
sense of rotation of that shed outboard, and upwash is 
generated inboard. Under these circumstances it appears 
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that two vortices per wing panel are the least number that 
can adequately represent the trailing-vortex system. The 
combination of figure 37 possesses a triangular rather than 
a rectangular wing, but its effective aspect ratio is 6.8 so 
that the foregoing effect might be anticipated. A com
plicating factor is that the shock wave is detached from the 
wing for all angles greater than about 3° so that the flow is, 
in part, transonic. Also, the tail span is considerably less 
than the wing span o that the tail is located largely behind 
the inboard portions of the wing. For these reasons it is 
felt that the tl1eoretica.l model of one vortex per ·wing panel 
is inapplicable and that two vortices per wing panel are the 
minimum number that can describe the gross effects. How
ever, more experimental work must be done before an 
accurate theory can be developed to cover this case. 

HINGE-MOMENT COEFFICIENT 

The hinge moments of an all-movabie wing depend on the 
lift developed by the wing in the presence of the body as 
well as the center-of-pressure position of the wing. While 
a given percentage error in determining the value of (CL)wcB) 
causes the same percentage error in Ch, the same cannot be 
said for center-of-pressure position. Consider an all
movable wing with the center of pressure displaced 5 per
cent of the mean aerodynamic chord from the hinge line. 
An error of 1 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord in 
center-of-pressure position causes an error of 20 percent in 
hinge-moment coefficient. The necessity of having accurate 
estimates of center-of-pressure position · to obtain accurate 
hinge-moment estimates is thus apparent. Furthermore, 
any effects such as Reynolds number, airfoil section, or slight 
wind-tunnel flow irregularities which would otherwise be 
inconsequential may well have important effects on hinge 
moments. 

Unfortunately, an insufficient amount of data is avail
able to determine the degree of correlation between experi
mental values of the hinge-moment coefficient and the 
values estimated by the present method. The data that 
are available (primarily for triangular-wing planforms) 
indicate that for both the angle-of-attack and the wing
incidence cases the predicted center-of-pressure positions 
are too far aft for the wing in the presence of the body. 
However, the pi·edicted wing-alone center-of-pressure_ posi
tions are too far aft by about the same amount. This means 
that the difference between (x/c,)w and (x/c,)wcni, which 
represents the interference, is given fairly well by the 
theory. Therefore, the most accurate method of estimat
ing the value of (x/c,)wcni would be to add to the measured 
value of (x/c,)w the theoretical difference between (x/c,)wcni 
and (x/c,)w. For the few cases checked, the center of pres
sure was estimated to within 0.02 of the root-chord length 
by this method. Although sufficient data are not avail
able to make a thorough check on the validity of this pro
cedure, the desirability of lmowing the experimental wing
alone characteristics is clear. 

LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS OF THE METHOD 

In the application of any method such as the present one, 
the important question of its limitations arises. Because of 
the very large number of variables specifying a wing-bod}°-tail 

combination, it is not practical to present correlations cover
ing all possible combinations. For this reason the limitations 
and possible extensions of the method are best determined 
by an examination of the assumptions made with regard to 
certain parameters. 

ANGLE OF ATTACK 

It has already been stated that the assumption of linearity 
in the present method limits the useful angle-of-attack and 
wing-deflection ranges of the theory. At high angle of 
attack the wing-tail interference theory is invalidated by 
the appearance of body vorti ces and more than one vortex 
per wing panel. Also, the viscous crossflow of the type 
discussed by Allen and Perkins in reference 15 is sufficiently 
important to invalidate at high angles of attack any theory 
of wing-body combinations based solely on frictionless flow 
considerations. 

MACH NUMBER 

The present method is applicable to subsonic, transonic, 
and supersonic speeds. However, in the transonic range 
the nonlinearities exhibited by some combinations may 
cause the method to fail. For the cases for which nonline
arities exist, the ratio of the lift on the wing to the lift on 
the body of a wing-body combination can be properly pre
dicted by the theory. 

WING AND TAIL GEOMETRY 

The only assumptions made for the wing planform are 
that the leading edges are not swept forward and that the 
trailing edges are not swept back. For sweptforward leading 
edges or sweptback trailing edges, the solution of slender
body theory used to determine Kw (B) and KBcwJ is not ap
plicable because no account is taken of the additional vortices 
that exist for these conditions. The use of the correct cross
flow solution, determined by the method of Lomax and 
Byrd ·in reference 10, should circumvent this difficulty. 
However, some successful preliminary correlations between 
data for combinations with sweptback trailing edges and the 
estima.tes of the present method (ignoring the sweep of the 
trailing edges) indicate that the effect might not be large. 
While the present method is worked out only for unbanked 
configurations with two wing panels, it is possible by use 
of the appropriate slender-body-theory solution to extend 
the method to banked configurations with an)' number of 
wing panels. For interdigitated or high tails the method 
can be eas ily generalized. For differential incidence of the 
wing panels, the method is still ~.pplicable if a step-by-step 
calculation of the type discussed in rrference 25 is used to 
determine the vortex position at the tail. The model on 
which the present method is based assumes maximum cir
culation at the wing-body juncture. • A violation of this 
assumption invalidates the model. Such a condition could 
conceivably arise t-hrough the use of inverse taper , swept
forward wings, high-aspect-ratio deflected wing panels with 
supersonic leading edges, or wing panels having twist or 
camber, or from large gaps between wing and body. 

BODY GEOMETRY 

The method is formulated on the assumption of slender, 
pointed bodies having wings and tails mounted on body 
sections of uniform diameter, but the method can give good 
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estimated values for other conditions. If the wing is located 
close to the nose, the upwash field varies chordwise and 
spanwise instead of only spanwise as assumed in equation 
(15). The wing of the combination is thus effectively cam
bered as well as twisted, and the wing-body interference as 
well as the lift due to upwash is altered. However, this 
effect is not large for most practical cases. For the few 
cases for which varying body diameters were encountered in 
the data correlation, an average constant radius was assumed , 
and it was found that the · estimated values correlated with 
the experimental values within ± 10 percent. 

If the nose of a combination is not slender, the lift and 
center of pressure, as predicted by slender-body theory, is 
inapplicable. For such cases a more exact theory or prefer
ably experimental body-alone results should be used. Theo
retically, boattailing of the afterbody should have the effect 
of decreasing the lift of the combination if the flow follows 
the bod~·. Because of flow separation, it is expected that 
little, if any, lift will be lost. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the comparison between predicted and 
measured lifts and center-of-pressure positions of a number 
of wing-body and wing-body-tail combinations for subsonic, 
transonic, and supersonic speeds, the following conclusions 
can be drawn: 

1. The present method predicts lift-curve slope to within 

4961 70 0-59-5 

± 10 percent for most combinations through the speed range 
considered. However, in the transonic range, nonlinear 
effects can reduce the accuracy of the lift prediction. The 
method takes account of the wing-tail interference which can 
change the combination lift by as much as 35 to 40 percent. 

2. For wing-body and wing-body-tail combinations, the 
center-of-pressure positions are predicted to within ±0.02 
body length. However, in the transonic range nonlinear 
effects can reduce the accuracy of the center-of-pressure 
prediction. The method takes account of the wing-tail 
interference which can change the center-of-pressure position 
by as much as 10 to 20 percent of the body length. 

3. Due to the sensitive dependence on center-of-pressure 
position on the wing, accurate values of the hinge-moment 
coefficient are not predicted by the present method. How
ever, estimates of hinge-moment coefficient can be obtained 
by adding to the experimental center-of-pressure position of 
the wing alone the theoretical shifts due to interference as 
determined by the present method. 

4. The nonlinear effects of angle of attack on center-of
pressure . position and lift can be as important as those of 
:Vlach number. 

AMES AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY 

ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

MoFFETT FIELD, CALIF . , July 8, 1953 
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APPENDIX A 

WING-PANEL CENTER OF PRESSURE DUE TO DEFLECTING WINGS OF WING AND BODY COMBINATIONS 

In reference 13, Spreiter has given the loading and center-of
pressure positions for the wing of a wing and body combina
tion with zero wing incidence. However, for all-movable 
wings the problem of the center of pressure of the wing in 
the deflected state with the body at zero angle of attack 
i of importance. This re ult is readily obtained by methods 
similar to those used by Spreiter. In fact, the wing loading 
is given in reference 28 as 

2 tan e(11 4-r4
) (,r+2cos- 1 

,.,;;2111 ) 

c::o)W(B) 11'1/a.,J(11+r2;,., )2- (y+r2/y)2 (Al) 
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I 
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y 

FIGURE 38.-Coordinate system and symbols for determination of 

center of pressure due to wing-deflection angle. 

wherein the symbols are defined in figure 38. If M W<B> is the 
moment developed by both wing panels about they axis , it 

is readily shown that this moment is given by 

Mw(B) 2 r· ,., 1·~ ( tip) d d11 
~= J, tan E r q'°o W(B) y tan E 

(A2) 

One integration yields the result 

M 1 J,• ( 4_ r4) 1 2· \2 
--- --- --- 1T cos -- ,., wcB>_ 11 \ +2 -1 rr: )d 

q'°o 1T tan E r '72 112+r2 (A3) 

The second integration caused some difficulty because the 
integrals could not be expressed in terms of tabulated 
functions. Instead, it was found necessary to introduce 
two functions defined by the following rapidly convergent 
series: 

1 cx
3

) 1·3 cx
5

) 1·3·5 cx
7

) x(.i:)=x+z 32 + 2-4 s2 + 2-4·6 72 + . (A4) 

(A5) 

In terms of these functions , the moment is given by 
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) 16r --
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If the moment is divided by the lift of the exposed wing 
panels as given in terms of kwcB> (eq. (19)), the moment 
arm is obtained. It is convenient to express this moment 
arm in fractions of the root chord behind the leading edge 
of the wing-body juncture in the following equation wherein 
r is the radius-semispan ratio, r/s: 

321TT3 l+r2 

l61TT3 log r+-
3
-Iog-v-32r3(¢,(r)-¢,(1)]-

128r
3 

[x(l/-Jz) -x (-r-)]}--r 
3 ✓1+ 72 1-r 

(A7) 

The quantity (x/c,)wcB>~ has been plotted as a function of 
r/s in chart 13. 
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APPENDIX B 

DETERMINATION OF TAIL INTERFERENCE FACTOR BY STRIP THEORY AND SLENDER-BODY THEORY 

The tail interference factor to be evaluated is 

. LT(V)/ (LT)« 'l,=--~~~--
rm/21raVO,(sT-rT) 

(Bl) 

The lift ratio is readily evaluated by a combination of strip 
theory and slender-body theory. The model used to obtain 
the vertical velocity at the tail induced by the wing vortices 
is the slender-body model of figure 39. From the Biot-

I 

-rm 

0-wing vortices 

lmoges h 

________ ....._ ___ '1 

ttoil tip toil tip~ 

(o) 

.,, 

(b) 

(a) Wing vortices in crossflow plane of tail. 
(b) Tail planform dimensions. 

FIGURE 39.-Model and dimensions for determination of tail 
interference factor by strip theory. 

Savart law for an infinite line vortex, the vertical velocity 
due to the right external vortex is 

(B2) 

In this equation rm is positive counterclockwise facing up
stream, and w is positive upward. The tail is effectively 

twisted because of the variation of w across its span. All 
geometric quantities in the derivation are understood to be 
those of the tail rather than the wing so that no subscripts 
are used. 

The application of strip theory to obtain the load on the 
tail due to the vortex involves an integration across the 
exposed part of the tail. As previously discussed, the lift 
evaluated by this procedure appears partly on the tail 
panels and partly on the body. If the section lift coefficient 
is taken as 4/{3 , the lift due to the right external vortex on 
the right external panel is 

(B3) 

The value of L 1 obtained by int~grating equation (B3) is 
expressed with the aid of the following function: 

L (x :., [, ~)= {(s-rX)- f(l-X) ln h2
+(f-s)

2 
_ 

' s s s 2(s-r) h2+(f-r)2 

l-X [<s-r)+h tan-1 cf-s)-h tan-1 f-rJ} (B4) 
s-r h · h 

as 

(B5) 

The lift on the right panel due to the left vortex is 

(B6) 

Consider the image vortices having coordinates f, and h, 
given by the following equation: 

(B7) 

The lifts of the right and left image vortices are then given, 
respectively, by 

L = _ 4qo, r mCr L (x :., f,, h,) (B8) 
3 21r{3V"' 's s s 

(B9) 

The total lift due to the wing vortices and their images is 
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To obtain the tail interference factor, i, requires a determi
nation of the lift of the tail alone by strip theory to non
dimensionalize the foregoing lift quantity. 

(B 11 ) 

Integration gives 

(
L ) = 4aq00 (s - r)c,( l + >-.) 

T a {3 (B12) 

Forming the ratio given by equation (Bl) yields the follow
ing result for i: 

i=-2 [L(>-- !..,l,~)-L(>-- !.., _f,~)- L(>-- !..,f.!..,h1)+ 
1 +>-- 's s s 's s s 's s 8 

I, (>--,!.., _Ji, h,)] (B 13) 
s s s 

APPENDIX C 

DETERMINATION OF TAIL INTERFERNCE FACTOR FOR RECTANGULAR TAILS USING ALDEN-SCHINDEL TECHNIQUE 

The technique of Alden and Schindel described in refer
ence 12 can be used for estimating the load on the tail 
section due to wing vortices. Figure 40 shows the model 
which is analyzed. The assumption is made that the lift 
due to the vortices originates on the exposed tail panels 
even though some of this lift might be tr_ansmitted to th e 
body. Thus, an integration across the exposed wing panels 
gives all the lift. This assumption is the same as that made 
in evaluating the tail interference factor h? strip theory and 

1 
h 

l 

r--]I[-+ I r ·I II ---j 
TJ 

" 
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" / 
" " 

/ 
/ C 

" l " / 

" / 

" / 

-s -s+c s-c s 

Frct·Ri,; ·!U.-Geometry of model used for determining tai l interference· 
factor for rectangular tail by Alden-Schindel techniquP. 

has been previously discussed. The analysis is carried out 
with {3= 1 to simplify the algebra, and then {3 is reintro
duced into the final charts. The essential idea of the Alden
Schindel technique is that the total lift acting on a wing of 
arbitrary twist can be evaluated by a strip technique where
in the weighting factor for the local strip corresponds to the 
span loading at the strip for the same plan form at uniform 
angle of attack in reversed flow. In mathematical form 
this result is stated as 

L= ( w(11)F(,11)d11 
J span 

(Cl) 

wherein F(11) is the weighting factor and w(11) is the vertical 
component of velocity. With reference to figure 40 for 
model and coordinates, the weighting factor is given for the 
three regions as 

Region I.: 

(C2) 

Region II.: 

4q 00 c [1 _1 ( 271 2s) 2✓(s 71) (s 11)2
] F(11)=- -cos 1+-- - +- --- - -- -

V00 'fr C C 'fr C C C C 

(C3) 
Region III. : 

4q00c [1 _ 1 ( 271 2s) 2✓(s 7/) cs 71)2
] F (11 )=- - -cos 1-- -- +- -+- - -+-

V00 'fr C C 'fr C C C C 

(C4) 

The vertical velocity component clue to the right external 
vortex is 

(C5) 

To evaluate the lift due to the right external vortex thr 
following integration must be performed: 

1,1= j~~•+c F (71)w(11)d11+ j~~~c F(11)w(71)d71+ 

Ja-c F(11 )w(11)dTJ+ J.~r F (TJ)W( 11 ) dTJ (C'6) 
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Performing the integrations presents some algebraic <liffi.
culty. However, the answer was obtained in closed form 
in terms of the following function: 

-/2 01 (
2
h) -a1+'Y1 ,--- 2 02 (

2
ch),1-a2+'Y2 

___ c ____ _ + a10\ ~ :x1 + -Y1 
'Y1 -v~ lo1 I-Y1 'Y2 

a202 a2+'Y2+~zn[h
2 

+(.f-s+c)
2 
X h

2
+(.f+r)

2 Jl (C7) 
-v'2lo2 l'Y2 2 h2+(f- r)2 h2+(f+s- c)2 j 

where 
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C C 

a1 o=o1 •
2

- 1-(2h)2 

• - . - C 

'Y1,2=✓[01,l-(2ch)2·-l J +401,z2~2chy2 

In terms of the function x, the lift is 

(C8) 

(C9) 

The contribution of the image vortex to the lift must now be 
determined . The coordinates of the image vortex to the 
right are 

(ClO) 

In terms of these coordinates the lift due to the image vortex, 
taking into account the change in the sign of the circulation , 
IS 

(Cl 1) 

The x function is determined in terms of t.hc following param
eters: 

(Cl2) 

f[ (2h )i ]2 
(2h-)

2 
'Y3,4=-v 03,/- ~ - 1 +403,/ ~ 

The lift due to the two external vortices and the two internal 
vortices is thus 

2(L1+L2) 
2 I'mq..,s [x (l,0,~,:.)-x (b.,0!.,~,:.)J (Cl3) 

1rV.., cccc cccc 

The lift so determined is exact within the limits of linear 
theory. It is necessary to obtain the lift of the wing alone, 
as given by linear theory, to form the ratio given by the tail 
interference factor i. 

The lift-curve slope of a rectangular tail per radian is 

dCL=4 (1 - -1 ) 
da 2Ar 

(C l5) 

so that 

(Cl6) 

The lift ratio is obtained by division 

2(£1+L2) [ I'm ] G) (i -D [ (f h) (ft hi)] 
-(Lr\, = aV..,(s-r) {4 ( 1-D-~] X c'c - x c'c 

(Cl 7) 

or 

(Cl8) 
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APPENDIX D 

DETERMINATION OF CENTER OF BODY LIFT DUE TO WING AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS 

Hitherto, 110 subsonic method has been available for 
estimating the center of the lift transferred by a wing or tail 
to the body. An approximate method for accomplishing 
this, based on lifting-line theory, is now presented. It is 
known that a good approximation of the lift and moment 
characteristics of swept wings at subsonic speeds can be 
gained by placing a lifting line of variable loading at the 
wing quarter chord and satisfying the tangency conditions 
at the three-quarter chord . See, for instance, reference 23. 
An extension of this model to include the body is shown in 
figure 15. The image of the quarter-chord line inside the 
body is obtained by reflecting each point of the quarter
chord line into the body in its cross-flow plane. Since the 
quarter-chord line is not uniformly loaded, trailing vortices 
stream backward from the line proportional in strength to 
the gradient of the span-loading curve. A series of three 
horseshoe vortices representing the span loading is shown in 
figure 15. Image vortices inside the body are also illustrated . 
In the mathematical treatment that follows, the number of 
vortices increases without limi t. 

Consider the quarter-chord line with an elliptical loading 

/ (ri-r)2 

r=rm-y 1- s-r (Dl) 

The strength of the bound vortices is proportional to r, for 
both the external flow and the internal flow. The lift due to 
the bound part of an elementary horseshoe vortex is propor
tional to the product of its strength times its length 

(D2) 

where T/t is the image vortex position and ri is the corre
sponding external vortex position. The lift due to any horse
shoe vortex is concentrated at its bound vortex so that the 
moment about the ri axis is 

rr2(ri-r) tan AVidTJ 
T/2 

f 
s -J(s-r)2-( ri-r)2 
~ -----,2c-'---~( ri-r)dri 

- C r TJ 
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. 2 dri 
r TJ 

(D3) 

(D4) 

(D5) 

The value of Xscwi as determined by integrating equation 
(D5) is 

Xsnv i =~
4
' + (s-r) tan A~4 [-r-+ r- s 

s(s - 2r) cosh-1(7 )- (s- r)+i ] 
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TABLE I.-WING-BODY-TAIL INTERFERENCE CALCULATING FORM 

I A(_•I.N 

l R•O.ll1to' 

J '••5.25 
4 .Ii,••--
• l,,•10.5 

• ·-·~•1.72 

Wil'IQ-body To i I- body No,e 

7 r, • 0 .5'2 16 (@-(!)) (@)+@) 2 3 'r • 0 . 562 321 18 -~ ) (@+@ ) 39 , ,, • 0 . 562 

8 ... • 2.,112 • s, • 5.062 24 •r • 1.112 • Sr• 1.562 40 s,, • w(39'f • 0.994 
9 c, • 0 17 4@(®-©r /(!) 25 c, • 0 33 •~(~-~)/~ 41 1, • 3 . 19 

10 c, • 2 . 25 •/IA,,• 6.88 26 <r • I.ZS •flAr• 6 . 88 42 Vs • 1.56 '" II A - • 45• 18 ,U/,,_ • 2 6 <n/ IQ • 0.86 27 AL.£. .45• 341 jld/<r • 2 @G!3ll~J•l.54 43 
12 , .. • 3.75 19 (!!} C,+1/~J (1 + '&' • 28 lr • , . 1s 35 @(1+ 1/sD)( 1+@) · 44 
13 l.w• (9V(10) • c1/c, • O jl.4(1+1/n,/l)(IH) • 10.87 29 ., • 8 / l!S • o j!A(1+1/n,/IH1+> • 10.87 45 
14 (r/ •Jw • (7)/(8} • 0 . 2 20 ilt • 1.375 30 (r / •lr • 1!311 ~•J , o.310 36 s,/s,, • (32)/ 66] •0 .308 46 
15 (m/l) • ®""'Q9. t.72 21 C~ci)- Ml/57.3 • 0.0153 31 1 lm/ll • @<t• ~ • t.72 37 . 22 38 

Instruct i ons Items ln1truction1 Items Items 
47 Otort I Krt•l • 1. 16 63 Chart I Kr(I) • 1 .27 79 S1t/ S11• W'll/(4) • 0 . 196 

48 Chorl I; M• > I.@> 4, Chort 4 K•(•l • 0 . 23 64 Cllort I ;·•> I,@> 4, Chorf 4 "• en • 0 .13 eo K11 • c,0 ,@/@•0.169(41 
49 Chart I; l. • I, /JA > 2, Chart 3 ..... ,., • 0.94 65 C11art I; l. • I , /JA > 2, 0,,ort 3 "rl• I : 0.93 8 1 Vs/S,,• ~/ ~ • 1.57(Z ) 
50 Qlart I "•t•I • 0 . 23 66 Char t I ,., ,,) 2 0.33 82 r •. (•I').~ . 1.62 IZI 

~ M-< I, Chart II or R•f. 23} (i/cr>,1,)a • 0.667 67 M• < I , Chart 11 or R•f . 23} (~/c'r) rl• l a : 0 . 667 83 T,,/1, • 1,1 
52 M.> I, Chorf 10 (31 (l/<,lw(•)B • 0.667 .... M.> I , Chart 10 . (3) (z/<,1 r(•la , 0 .667 84 r •. ta(.ii) 1, 1 
53 12)+ 51 (fo) l.,(.,a • 5.25 69 G!~+ ~i)~) ir(l)a • 9.99 85 r.,_f., . (3)_ I,, • 3.63 
54 12)+ 52 QO) lrt1l a • 5.25 70 ,i)+ 68)(2,i) r,,., • . 9.99 86 
55 l}- ~3 '" - ,.,,., •• 0 71 

3 - " 
1,,,.1, ,_., • -4.74 87 

56 , ar 154 ,. - , .... , •• 0 n 3 -{i<>l la, . f• • •Ht • • 4.74 
57 "-,< I, Chart 160 (i/<,l,c"'l • 0.938 73 •-< 1, Chot1 16 ; 

(1/c, ), I T) • 0.667 i..--M•> I , Chart 14 if~ > 4 h > l ,Chor t 14 if ~ > 4 
M,.> I , Cha r t 15 if 19 <4 ,_ > I , Char t I 5 if < 4 

58 ~•~(to) ,.,., • !5 .86 74 (28;+ (73)(26) r,.,,= '·" 
59 t3J-~ 1., - r.,.,, •-0 .6 1 ~ (3)-C,4) la,·T•1ri • -4.74 

- 60 M. < I, Chott !5;M.. > t, Chart 6 (f - r )wJ (s..., l w • 0 . 678 76 
61 (8)-(7) l s- rl .. • 2 .250 n (24)-(23) (s-rJr: 1. 250 

62 JM• < I, R•f . 23 ; .#a,> I, Chart 8 @:ct.),;® • o 0406 
,,, 71 Atco < I , R•f. 23; Mw > I , Chart 8 @(ct.)j©· o.o , zs "' ~ Hp.rim.,,, ((cL al., • 0 . 0406) ~ Hperl tMnt ((ct,.)r • 0.0406) 

Comb inat ion - No wl n9-to ll lnterf•r•"c• 

88 Ct0 • [( @-@-~©(@-@)@]• 0011<> 9 1 c,._ . [®@~)@-(@®-0'.§))@}© • -000 607 

89 ct.a,, •(@-®)@ • 0.0475 92 ~- (@€)€)@) ~ • -0.00054 

90 Ct a, • ( ~)@ • 0.0158 " '°'.'.'.••' t§@·®@l I • -0.00712 

Lift Mom•nt 

94 95 96 97 98 99 100 IOI 102 103 104 105 

(ea)(94) ~~ ®@ ®·@•(9! ®E> @@ @@ 101) • Qo?) •60~ !o•J / ~09 .. 8,, • .,. Ctc c;,,c (1.,-1)/I.. 

0 4.9 0 0 0 . 2328 0 0 . 233 0 -0.0027 0 -0.0027 -0.0116 

5 I I . 4040 I .637 -.0304 I -.0331 - . 0520 

10 I . I . 8080 I 1. 041 - . 0607 I - .0634 - . 0609 

15 I I 1.2120 I I 1.445 - .0911 I I - . 0938 -.0649 

Comb lnor lo" - Wi th • ing -to i I i ntuterence 

106 @~~ 57
·
3 

•0.00307 
27T 61 i8) 108 

,,,.n611• CZ:J 
(fl,lr a ~ • 1. 1s2 

(6) 
110 

107 [@-@-@],/41.3 • 0.0697 109 I • -2 . 20 (Chort 7,(h/sl, • 0) 
(6) 

Il l 

Lift Mom•nt 

112 113 114 I 15(•) 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 

Qo,X94) ®@ @-@)/(§ Olort 7 ®0 @® G,~. (111J Oo~ (115) Q,j 119. Gog @®I® 104 •(129 @}/ 2q 
(It/sir ; Ct, c,,,, ,1.,-11,1~ 

0 0.075 -0.042 -2 .1 6 0 4 .60 4.60 -0.0306 0 . 202 0 .0 138 0 .0111 0 .0549 

. 349 ) . 1!51 - 2 .02 5 . 80 I 10 . 40 - .0646 .572 .0292 - .0039 - . 0068 

. 697 I .343 -1.71 11.60 I 16.20 - .0851 .955 -0384 - .0250 -.0262 

1.046 I . 536 -1 .44 17.40 I 22.00 - .0973 1.347 . 0440 - .0498 -.0370 

SUMMARY OF LIFT AND MOMENT COMPONENTS 
NotH 

(I) Llft-curv• s fo8• per d•"rH 
Body Wing-body To ll - body minus noH Wing-body-to il 2 Omit for 001vo nous 

(~l@• o . o63 0-®1@ • 0. 011 ®·@@ @ • 0 .073 

(3) FM gr.ottr occurocy vu , 

124 c.;:.1 ••8w-<> ~0.0068 
).• t, fl,4>2 , Chart 12 
). • -~ ' I"-

00 [ @@•00@'.§J] ~00018 [@®·0©]~ -<l0078 
® (106) (•fl Qo~ (.71} 

(4) UN •apuim•ntol volu• per 
/25 (Cma I + @ • -0 .0025 deg,.. boHd Ol'I s.,. It not 

...... 0 
® •0.0024 ova l lobl•, UH al•ndu-body 

126 (CLa.,l a•!,•O @) • 0 .047 @)• @@) @ • 0 .041 
. volu• : (CLai • 2/57.3 

(5) Og lvol noH o" ' ' Chart 9. 

@· -0.0005 @• O~ @ Qo~ @, 0 .0023 
(6) For recton~ulor t°'41a ot @< 1 

121 tcma~ a... Bro 1up•nor11c IP••d• and • 
(5) uH •quot io"• C-7 and C-18 to 

obto l" i. 



No, 

la 

-----b -
C -d -e 

2a -b 

3a -b -C 

4a -b -C -d .____ 
e 

5a -b -C -d 
.____ 

e 

6a -b -C -d -e 

7 

8a -
b -
C -d 

9 

lO 

11 

12 

l]a -b -C 

14a -
b -
C 

15 

LIFT AND CENTER OF PRESSURE OF WING-BODY-TAIL COMBINATIONS 

TABLE II.• SIJ,ll,!ARY OF GIDMETRIC AND AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND TEST 
CONDITIONS FOR WING-BODY COMBINATIONS 

(a) Geometric characteristics 

Sketch M.,. Rxl.0-e .l. 'M 'R 'W llA ALE, ?,,. 
rN T T T deg 

? 0. 20 1.86 22 .5 o.483 0 .128 o.44o 3.43 9.45 o. 546 

9.45 .546 .50 1.86 22.5 .483 .128 .44o 3.02 

. 70 1.86 22.5 .483 .128 . 44o 2.49 9,45 .546 

.so 1.86 22.5 .483 .128 .44o 2.10 9.45 .546 

.90 1.86 22.5 .483 .128 .44o 1.52 9.45 .546 

9 1.50 1.0 14 .7 --- .182 .450 4.47 45 0 

2.00 1.0 14.7 --- .182 .450 6.93 45 0 

--====--1 1.20 .59 31.8 --- .062 .912 2.66 45 0 

l.4o .59 31 .8 --- .062 .912 3.92 45 0 

l.70 ,59 31. 8 --- .062 .912 5.50 45 0 

n .60 l.66 20 .0 .600 .184 .547 2.85 3.6 .635 
< 

V .70 1.79 20 .0 .600 ,184 .547 2 .55 3.6 .635 

.so 1.88 20.0 .6oo .184 ,547 2,14 3.6 .635 

,90 1 .93 20.0 .600 .184 ,547 1.56 3.6 .635 

l.20 l. 86 20.0 .600 .184 .547 2.37 3.6 .635 

9 .50 4.25 19.6 1.000 .102 .3SO 1.73 26.5 0 

.70 --- 19 .6 l .000 . 102 .3SO 1.43 26 .5 0 

,90 6 .58 19 .6 1,000 . 102 .3SO .87 26.5 0 

1.45 2.76 19,6 l. 000 .102 .3SO 2.10 26.5 0 

1.99 2.34 19.6 1.000 .102 .3SO 3. 45 26 . 5 0 

~ 
.50 5.60 19.6 l.000 .102 .355 .87 45 0 

45 . 70 --- 19.6 1.000 .102 .355 .71 0 

.90 8 .67 19.6 l.000 .102 .355 . 44 45 0 

1.45 3.64 19.6 1.000 .102 ,355 1.05 45 0 

1. 99 3.08 19.6 1.000 .102 .355 1.72 45 0 
/ 

.13 1:e.7 25.0 .532 .291 .392 2 .00 63 0 C> 

'-
/I .4o 2.84 16 .7 ,521 .274 .386 2.51 35 .352 

< 

"-.J .60 3.67 16 .7 .521 .274 .386 2.19 35 .352 

.so 4.65 16.7 .521 .274. . 386 1.64 35 .352 

,90 4,89 16 ,7 .521 .274 .386 l.19 35 .352 

( ~ > . 10 .57 11. 7 .322 .233 .26o 5.62 0 .88 

~ .10 .62 11.7 .322 .244 .185 5 .52 18.? .38 

~ .10 .62 11.7 .322 .244 .223 5.52 9.3 .38 

~ .10 .62 11.7 .322 .244 .261 5.52 0 .38 

./1 
.75 1.27 24.0 .6o6 .291 .388 l.49 6o 0 

"--J 
.85 1.31 24.0 .6o6 .291 .388 1.18 60 0 

1.07 1.25 24.o .606 .291 .388 .83 6o 0 

<=? .75 1.31 24.o .637 .276 .499 1.6o 0 0 

.e5 1.44 24.o .637 .276 ,499 1.26 0 0 

1.07 l.29 24.o .637 .276 .499 .90 0 0 

~ l.25 .88 24.o --- .290 .385 1.73 6o 0 

.!.. !. Source 
rN s 

0.992 0.179 Ref. 29· 

,992 .179 Ref . 29 

.992 .179 Ref. -29 

,992 .179 Ref. 29 

,992 .179 Ref . 29 

l ,201 Ref . 6 

l .201 Ref. 6 

l .254 Ames 
I> >< ,:; +'+ 

Ames 1 .254 6 X 6 ft 
Ames 

l .254 I>"',:;..,. 

1 .139 Ref, 30 

l .139 Ref, 30 

l .139 Ref. 30 

1 .139 Ref, 30 

1 .139 Ref. 30 

l .243 Ref . 31 

1 .243 Ref . 31 

l .243 Ref . 31 

l .243 Ref, 31 

l .243 Ref. 31 

l , 327 Ref. 31 
l .327 Ref . 31 

l ,327 Ref. 31 

l .327 Ref, 31 

l . 327 Ref. 3l 

l .196 Ref. 32 

l .l6o Ref. 33 

1 .160 Ref. 33 

l .160 Ref, 33 

l .l6o Ref . 33 

l .115 Ref . 34 

l .115 Ref . 34 

l .115 Ref. 34 

1 .115 Ref. 34 

.981. .158 Ref. 35 

.981. .158 Ref. 35 

.981. .158 Ref. 35 

.861 .139 Ref . 35 

.861 .139 Ref. 35 

.861 .139 Ref . 35 

.970 .163 Ref. 36 

39 
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TABIE II.· SUMMARY CF OECt!ETRIC AND AERCJlY?IAMIC CIIARAC'NRISTICS AIII> '1!'.ST 
CCJmITIONS 1'0R WIIIG-BCDY Cet!BIHATIONS • Continued 

(b) Aerodynamic cbaracteri1tic1 - a. variable 

Theoretical 

lt1rt Center ot pN11ure 
No, KN KB(w) Kw(B) 

~Cr../2 rLa.)N ~\ ~cLa.)c 
in 

\ La. (B T 

la 0.08 0.24 1.14 3.47 0.27 --- 5.0, 0.229 

b ,07 ,24 l,14 3.16 .23 --- 4.59 ,229 

C .07 ,24 l.14 2.83 .19 --- 4.10 ,229 

d ,06 ,24 1.14 2,5l .16 --- 3.62 ,229 

e .06 ,24 l.14 2.02 ,12 --- 2.90 ,229 

2a ,11 ,.?3 l.16 4.00 .44 --- 6,0l .190 

b ,17 .23 l,16 4.00 .68 --- 6,24 ,190 

3" .1, ,20 1,21 3.10 .48 --- 4.86 .207 

b .18 .18 l,2l 3.96 ,71 --- 6.22 ,207 

C ,25 .14 1 ,21 4.00 1.00 --- 6.40 ,207 

4a .o4 .19 1.11 3.07 ,11 --- 4.11 .236 

b .04 .19 1.11 2.88 ,10 --- 3.85 .236 

C .03 .19 l.11 2.,a .09 --- 3.45 .236 

d .03 .19 1.11 2 .07 .06 --- 2 .75 .236 

e .03 .18 1 ,11 3.28 .10 --- 4.33 .236 

5& ,14 .35 1,20 1. 97 ,28 --· 3.34 ,102 

b ,14 .35 1.20 l. ?O .23 --- 2 .86 ,102 

C ,12 .35 l.20 1.13 ,16 --- l.89 ,102 

d .13 ,35 l.20 2,69 .34 --- 4.,a ,102 

e .1, .3, 1.20 3. 71 ,,, --- 6. 31 .102 

6a ,27 .49 l. 28 l.22 , 33 --- 2,48 .102 

b ,26 .49 1.28 l.02 .27 ... 2 .08 ,102 

C ,25 ,49 l.21) .6, .16 --- 1.32 ,102 

d ,20 -~9 l.28 2,01 .40 --- 3.96 ,102 

e ,23 .49 1.28 2.83 ,65 --- 5.66 ,102 

7 .07 .25 1.15 2,19 ,15 --- 3.22 ,206 

8a .05 ,22 l ,13 2.72 ,14 ... 3.8l --· 
b .05 .22 1.13 2.51 ,13 --· 3,5l ---
C .04 .zi l,13 2.07 .09 ... 2.88 ---
d .04 ,22 1.13 1 .63 ,07 --- 2.26 

9 .14 ,1 5 1.09 4.13 .60 --- 5.30 ,100 

10 .14 .1, 1.09 4.12 ,58 ... 5.27 .100 

11 .14 .15 l.09 4.12 ,,a --· 5.27 .100 

12 .14 .15 1.09 4.12 ,58 --- 5 .27 ,100 

13& .05 .23 1.13 1.76 .09 --- 2.48 ,217 

b .o, .23 1.13 1.46 .07 --- 2.06 ,217 

C .04 ,21 1.13 1. 22 .05 --- l. 68 .217 

14n .05 ,19 1.11 l.84 .09 --- 2,48 .217 

b ,05 .19 1.11 1. 53 .07 --- 2.05 .217 

C .04 .19 1 .11 1. 31 .05 --- 1. 74 .217 

1, --- ,20 1.17 2 .33 .11 --- 3.29 ---.. ~Clv_ per radi&r1 based on exposed wing area. 
2
() denot es experimental value used in t heory for combination . 

3 Exper111lental data nonlinear near a. a 0 , 

TB(W)a. Tw(B)a. 
-l- -l-

o .480 o.485 

.479 .485 

.478 .48:; 

.477 .485 

.474 .485 

.61, .636 

.710 .636 

.966 ,969 

.968 ,969 

,969 .969 

,,98 .601 

.597 ,601 

,595 ,601 

,590 ,601 

.690 .638 

,452 •c . 428l 

,447 •(.428) 

.441 2 ( , 428) 

.606 2 ( .477) 

.632 •(.477) 

,434 ,456 

.430 ,454 

.424 .445 

,5,a . 473 

.609 ,491 

.546 .591 

,,06 .541 

,,05 .541 

,,06 • 541 

.,07 .540 

,322 ,319 

,290 .338 

.316 .334 

.341 .325 

,548 .592 

.552 ,59:; 

,:;84 .631 

.566 ,558 

. '560 . 556 

,578 .539 

--- ---

i'ca. 
T 

o.47 

.47 

.47 

.47 

.47 

.60 

,59 

.89 

,87 

,84 

.59· 

.59 

.59 

,59 

.62 

.40 

.40 

,40 

.47 

.47 

. 40 

.40 

. 4o 

.4, 

,47 

,56 

---
---
---
---
,3l 

, 33 

,33 

.32 

.57 

.,1 

. 60 

,54 . 
,54 

,52 

---

~cr..l 

---
---
---

.. . ---
---
.43 

.90 

---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
--
---
---
.... 
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---

ExperiMGt&l 
1L1ft 

~cr.,,).(B ~c~)c 

--- 4.70 

--- 4.35 

--- 3,94 

--- 3.56 

--- 3.08 

--- 5.69 

--- 7.09 

--- 4.91 

--- 6.21 

-- 7.26 

--- 84,01 

--- •3.72 

--- •3.73 

--- ,•3.12 

--- •3.77 

--- 3.36 

--- 3.04 

--- 2 .18 

·-- 4.40 

--- 5 .95 

--- 2 .49 

--- 2.05 

--- 1.,0 

--- 3.35 

·-- 5.12 

--- 3.38 

··- 3.84 

--- 3,64 

--- 3.1, 

--- 2.63 

--- ,.ai 

--- 4.83 

--- 4.83 

--- 4.83 

--- 2. 40 

--- 1.95 

-- 1.,3 

--- 2.38 

--- 2.19 

--- 1. 76 

--- 3.09 

c.p. 

ice. 
T 

o.47 

,47 

,47 

.47 

.47 

.60 

.60 

.90 

.87 

.a5 

.,1 
.,a 

.57 

.60 

. 6.2 

.40 

.40 

.40 

, 43 

,43 

,4J. 

.,40 

,41 

.44 

.45 

.56 

.52 

,52 

,52. 

,51 

,32 

.32 

.32 

.32 

,'6 

,'6 

,59 

.50 

.,o 

,53 

---
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No, 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21& -b -C 

22& -b 

23" -b 

24 

25 

26 

27a. -b 

28a -b 

29a -b 

30 

31 

32 

33" 
~ 

b 

34a -b 

358. -b 

36a. -b 

37a -
" 

38a ---
b 

TABIE II.- SU!fiARY C7 GEO!ETRIC AND AERCDYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS ANO TEST 
CONDITIONS FOR WING-BCDY CCJ.IIIINATICIIS - Continued 

( c) Geometric cbaracteri• tice 

Sketch M._ Rxl.0-e .L lR lw 
llA 

ALE, 
~ L 

rN l T deg rN 

41= 1.93 0.19 25.0 0.067 0 . 4l!o 9 .41 0 l l 

~ l. 93 .19 25.0 .067 .440 7.35 0 l l 

~ l. \13 .19 2,.0 .067 . 4l!o 5.24 0 l l 

~ l. 93 .19 25.0 .143 .408 5.64 0 l l 

+ l.92 .40 25 .0 ,o67 .4l!o 3,16 0 l l 

~ l.62 .40 19 ., .146 . ,01 l.66 0 l l 

1.93 .40 19 . , .146 .,Ol 2.14 0 l l 

2.40 .40 19.5 .146 .,01 2,84 0 l l 

<€} 2 ,00 , 79 23.3 .360 .468 4. 76 0 l l 

1.50 .91 23.3 .360 .468 3.o8 0 l l 

< 1. 93 .18 2, .1 .067 .438 3.17 0 l l u 

1.62 ,21 2,.1 .067 .438 2.45 0 l l 

< ~ 2 .00 --- 27.9 .143 .860 1.73 0 l l 

2.00 --- 27 .9 .143 .860 3.46 0 l l 

-
u 1. 50 .26 22.9 .034 ,148 2.98 26 .6 .500 .986 

" 
V 

1.50 . 70 22.9 .092 .632 3.30 14.o .461 l 

2 .00 . 70 22.9 .092 .632 5.11 14.o .461 l 

L 1. 50 .56 22.9 .074 .645 2 .98 20 ., .,oo l V 

too .56 22.9 .074 .645 4 .6J. 20., .,oo l 
<. 21 1.62 .31 21. 8 .094 .870 1 . ,1 6o .305 l 

;i..93 .28 21.8 ,094 .870 2.03 60 .30, 1 

<- g I l.93 . 33 21.8 .113 .487 1.69 1, .323 l 

< ~ l.93 ,24 22.9 .078 .888 3.16 45 ,3'2 l 

<. 8 1.93 .83 22, 9 .270 .633 1.03 70 .40o l -- 1.93 .30 24 .8 .lll .lto7 2.,1 6o 0 l 

1.62 .34 24.8 .'ul . lto7 1.99 6o 0 l 

c::::::=i 1.,0 1.0 14. 7 .182 .450 ·1' 80. 4 0 l 

2 .00 1 .0 14. 7 .182 .4,o 1.16 80 .4 0 l 

~ 1.50 1.0 14 .7 .182 .4,o 1.,0 71.6 0 l 

2 .00 1,0 14 ,7 .182 .4,o 2.32 71.6 0 l 

<? 1.50 1.0 14 .7 .182 .450 2.26 63.2 0 l 

2 .00 l.O 14 .7 .182 .450 3.50 63.2 0 1 

<? l.,O L O 14.7 .182 .450 3.01 56 0 l 

2 .00 l.O 14.7 .182 . 450 4.66 56 0 l 

<g:i 1. 50 1.0 14. 7 .182 .450 3.72 50 0 l 

2.00 l. 0 14 .7 .182 .450 5.77 50 0 l 

!: 
• Source 

0:.172 (l.&llgley 
9 in . 

.210 1..ang.iey 
Qin 

.273 
Langley 
9 in. 

.382 l"""'guy 
9 in, 

.140 Ref , 37 

.3,0 
l..,.,.,...,ey 

9 in , 
u.angley 

.3,0 9 in. 
IJ.Angley 

. 350 9 in. 

.083 Ames 
l X , t't 

AIIIH .083 l X 3 ft 

·-
_ ... e:, 
9 in. 

1-ley .382 Q in 

,333 Ille!. 38 

.200 Ret . 38 

.486 Aaea 
l X , ft 

Aaea 
.2,0 l X 3 ft -· .2,0 l X 3 ft 

Amee 
.314 l X , ft 

Amee 
.314 l X , ft 

.46, Langley 
9 in. 

I.angley 
.46, 9 in. 

I.ancley .46, 9 in . 

.388 
Langley 
Qin 

, 3'6 
Langley 

Q in 

.382 IJ.&ll8UY 
Qin 

I&ngley 
. 382 9 in, 

.6oo Ret , 6 

.6oo Ret. 6 

.428 Ref. 6 

.428 Ref , 6 

,333 Ref. 6 

.333 Ref, 6 

.272 Ref . 6 

,272 Ref. 6 

.231 Ret , 6 

.231 Ref , 6 

41 



42 

No. KN 

16 0.17 

17 .22 

18 .32 

19 .56 

20 .o6 

21a .27 

b .32 

C .39 

22a ---
b ---

23a .56 

b .46 

24 .24 

25 .10 

26 1.38 

27a .16 

b .24 

2& .28 

b .41 

29a .71 

b .78 

30 .68 

31 .'4 

32 .2, 

33a .44 

b . 39 

34a 2.33 

b 2:44 

35a .64 

·b .71 

36a .31 

b .36 

37a .19 

b .26 

3& .14 

b ,20 
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KB(W) 

0.12 

.16 

.22 

.4o 

.12 

.52 

.44 

.38 

.08 

.09 

.4o 

.45 

.25 

.11 

.56 

.29 

.27 

.41 

.32 

.31 

.16 

. 63 

.16 

.41 

.52 

.'4 

.97 

.94 

.6o 

·'2 

.41 

. 37 

.32 

.30 

.26 

.26 

TABLE II,- SUMMARY OF GECM:TRIC AND AEROOYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND TEST 
CONDITIONS FOR \/ING-BODY C(l,!BINATIONS - Continued 

( d) Aerodynam1c characteristics - a variable 

Theoretical 
1Lif't 

Kw(B) 
Center of pressure 

Experimental 
1Lirt 

iw(B)a (~cLa~ ~CLak ~CL")w(B ~cLa)c !ii iB(W)a idc, ~c~ B ~Cta1(B ~La)c ! -r- -!- T 

1.14 3.79 o.64 --- 5.4o 0.192 0 .532 o.473 o.41 o.64 --- 5.44 

1.17 3. 73 .82 --- 5.76 .192 .532 .473 .41 .82 --- 5.47 

1.23 3.62 1.15 --- 6. 41 .192 .532 .473 . 4o 1.15 --- 6.69 

1.33 3.37 1.90 --- 7. 73 .19'.: .532 .473 . 38 1.90 --- 7.16 

1.11 3.65 .23 --- 4. 71 .192 .547 .473 .44 .23 --- 4.37 

1.30 2. 79 .76 --- 5.84 .207 .646 .568 ,51 .Bo --- 4. 71 

1.30 3.07 .98 --- 6.32 .207 .657 .566 .50 1.05 --- 5.66 

1.30 3.30 1.29 --- 6.84 .207 .679 .568 .49 1.34 --- 6. 72 

l.o6 3.58 .o6 --- 4.14 --- --- --- --- --- --- 4.11 

l.o6 3.35 .04 --- 3.89 --- --- --- --- --- --- 4.05 

1 .33 3.37 1 .90 --- 7.73 .191 .528 .467 . 38 2.04 --- 7.93 

1.33 3.18 1.47 --- 7.13 .191 .518 .467 , 39 1.53 --- 6.97 

1.28 2.84 .68 --- 5.02 .083 ,992 .920 . 78 .68 --- 5.48 

1·.16 3. 42 . 34 --- 4.67 .083 ,953 .928 .83 .34 --- 4.88 

1.44 3.49 4 .83 --- 11.81 .090 .213 .175 .13 4.98 --- 11 .05 

1.21 3.56 . 57 --- 5.91 .090 .742 .688 .62 .59 --- 6 .10 

1.21 3.78 .89 --- 6.48 .090 . 766 .691 . 6o 1.09 --- 7.15 

1.27 3.50 .98 --- 6.86 .090 .743 .697 .6o 1.01 --- 7.15 

1.27 3.72 · 1.51, --- 7,42 ,090 .759 .692 .56 1.86 --- 8.20 

1'.41 2.62 1.87 --- 6.38 .165 ,956 .949 .69 2.15 --- 6.12 

1.41 3.12 2.42 --- 7.32 .16, .960 .949 .67 2.91 --- 7. 78 

·l .41 2.94 2.oi --- 8.01 .16, .644 .541 .45 2,41 --- 7. 74 

1.34 3:67 1.99 --- 7.,0 ,114 .972 .954 . 71 2.39 --- 6.8o 

1.31 1.94 .49 --- 3.88 .114 .889 .827 .73 .59 --- 3.90 

1.33 M3 1 . '4 --- 8.o6 .172 .561 .497 .44 1.67 --- 7.69 

1.33 3.05 1.19 --- 6.89 .,i 72 .'44 ,494 .44 1.16 --- 6.50 

1.56 1.13 2.63 --- 5.48 .190 .675 .636 .42 2.56 --- 6.35 

1.56 1.67 4.08 --- 8.2, ,1?0 .710 .636 .42 5.38 --- 10.02 

1.38 2.07 1.32 --- ,.41 .190 .675 .636 .,'3 1.29 --- ,.86 

1.38 2.88 2.04 --- 7,'2 .190 .710 .636 .,2 2.69 --- 8.3~ 

1.29 2.83 .88 --- ,.69 .190 .675 .636 ,56 .86 --- 5.77 

1.29 3.73 1.36 ---- 7.54 .190 .710 .636 .56 1.79 --- 8.24 

1.23 3.42 .66 --- 5.95 .190 .675 .636 .58 .64 --- ,.11 
1.23 4.oo 1.02 --- 7.14 .190 .710 .636 ,57 1.35 --- 7.76 

1.19 3.86 .53 --- 6.13 .190 .675 .636 ,59 .52 --- · 5.69 

1.19 4.00 .82 --- 6.62 .190 .710 .636 .58 1.08 --- 7,5' 

l See footnote 1, bottoa ~ Mla II(b), 

c.p . . 

Ieo, 
'T 

0.41 

.41 

.42 

.36 

.46 

.49 

.,o 

.51 

---
---
.37 

.37 

.Bo 

.84 

.13 

.62 

.61 

.59 

.58 

.68 

.64 

.41 

.66 

.73 

.43 

.43 

. 44 

.41 

.53 

.,3 
,'6 

.,1 

.58 

.58 

.60 

.6o 
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TABU: II,· BUIIWIY OF GECM:TIIIC ARD AERalYlWIIC Cl!ARACTERISTICS ARD TEST 
CONDffl0NS FOR WINO-BCllY CCICBIHATIOftB • Continued 

( e) Oec.etric ch&racteri1tice 

Ko. Sketch "- llxl.0-e .l. la 1w 
~ ALE, }, r r 

Source rx T T deg rx 'i 

39& ~ 1.15 l,26 31.9 0.132 0.365 
Amee 

1.31 60 0 l 0 .216 6 X 6 f't - Amee 
b 1,2 l.26 31.9 .132 ,365 1.53 60 0 l .216 6 X 6 tt - Amee 
C 1.3 l-.26 31.9 .132 .365 l.92 60 0 l ,216 6 X 6 tt - Ames d l.4 1.26 31 ,9 .132 .365 2.26 60 0 l .216 6 X 6 tt - Ames • 1.53 1.26 31.9 .132 .365 2.68 60 0 l .216 6 X 6 f't - Ames 
f l.7 1,26 31.9 .132 .365 3.18 60 0 l .216 6 X 6 tt 

40 ~ 2.07 .64 18.7 .143 ,3,7 7.25 4, 0 l .200 
Alles 

11 X ~ rt 

4la < ~ I l.20 1.09 24.o .ill .333 2.65 4, 0 l .200 Ref', 39 
~ 

b l.24 1.09 24.o ,lll ,333 2.93 4, · o l .200 Ref'. 39 ......._ 
C l.29 1.09 24.o .ill .333 3.26 4, 0 l .200 Ref', 39 

n 
.228 Ref'. 37 42 u l.9'2 ,2 25.0 .070 .920 5.13 0 l l 

.A 

,365 6o .216 Ames 43a 
" l.40 1.2, 31 .8 .132 2.27 0 l 6 X 6 t+. - Amee b 1.53 1.25 31 .8 ,132 ,36, 2.68 6o 0 l .216 

16 " E. f'+. - Ames 
C l, 70 1.2, 31 .8 .132 ,365 3.18 60 0 l .216 6 X 6 tt 

44 ~ l.40 1.2, 31 .8 .132 ,412 2,27 0 0 l .216 Ames - I I,; x 6 tt 
45e. 1.40 >1- .8 .389 1 ,216 j,; Ames . '--' 1·.,: .197 1.13 0 1 X 6 f't --- Alles · 

b l.90 1.51 31 .8 .197 .389 l.87 0 l l .216 16 "6 n 

43 

• 



44 

• 
No. KN 

39a 0 .09 

b .09 

C .09 

d .10 

e .10 

' .ll 

40 .18 

41a .17 

b .17 

C .18 

42 .29 

43a .10 

b ,10 

C .ll 

44 .10 

45a .06 

b .08 
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TAB IE II. - S\M!ARY OF GECHETRIC AND AERCllYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND '!EST 
CONDITIONS FOR IIING-BCllY CCMBINATIONS - Concluded 

(f) Aerodynamic characteristics - « variable 

Tbeoretical Experimental 
1 Lift Center of pressure 1 Lift 

KB(W ) Kw(B) 

/ l!Cr.,,) ~~ ~~W(B 0cr.,,)c 
iN iB(W)c. iw(B)c. io,. /l!CL,.) 

rL,.)W(B) fLal \ w ' N 
T - l- -l- ! \ B ic 

0 .27 1.18 1.86 0.16 --- 2.84 0.206 o.489 o.498 o.47 --- --- 3.01 

.26 1.18 2.11 .18 --- 3.22 .206 .492 .498 .47 --- --- 3.39 

.25 1.18 2 .51 .23 --- 3.83 .206 .497 .498 .47 --- --- 3-95 

.25 1.18 2.83 .27 --- 4. 31 .206 -502 .498 . 47 --- --- 4 .41 

.25 1.18 3.17 -32 --- 4.84 .206 -507 .498 . 47 -- --- 4.88 

.24 1.18 3.53 .38 --- 5.38 .206 .514 .498 .47 --- --- 5.36 

.23 1.16 4.00 -71 4.65 6.28 .15 :561 .497 .46 --- --- 7.31 

.24 1.16 3.16 -52 3.66 4.95 .14 .448 .441 . 4o --- --- ---

.22 1.16 3.37 .58 3.91 5.25 .14 .451 . 441 .4o -- --- ---

.22 1.16 3.57 .64 4.14 5.58 .14 .455 .441 .4o --- --- --.-

-07 1.19 3 .61 l.o6 4.30 5 .61 .19 .954 .954 . 78 --- -- 5.61 

.25 1.18 2.83 .27 3.34 4 .31 .21 .501 .493 . 47 --- 3.54 4.41 

.25 1.18 3.17 -32 3. 74 4.84 . 21 .505 ,493 ,47 --- 3.85 4.88 

.24 1.18 3 .53 .38 4.16 5.38 .21 .513 ,493 .47 --- 4 .02 5.36 

. 31 1.18 2.83 .27 3.34 4.48 .21 -548 .457 .45 --- 3.03 4.60 

-31 1.18 2 .23 .13 2.63 3.48 .21 .525 .46o .43 --- 2.69 3.59 

-31 1.18 2 .93 .22 3.46 4.58 .21 ,545 .475 .45 --- 3.43 4.54 

(g) Aerodynamic characteristics - 6 variable 

Theoretical Experimental 
1 Lift Center of pressure 1 Lift c.p . 

NJ . . kB(W) kw(B) 

~¼)w(B) ~¼)c 

iB(W)6 iw(B) 6 ic5 
~~ll(B) (l!C¼)c 

iw(B)e ice 
! ! ! ! ! 

40 0.22 0 .94 3. 78 4.65 0 .561 0 .500 0.50 -- 4 .87 o. 765 ---
41a .22 .94 2 .98 3.66 .448 . 444 .44 2 .13 2.74 -~38 ---

b .22 .94 3.18 3.91 .451 .444 .44 2 .27 2 .86 .439 ---
C .22 .94 3. 37 4 .14 .455 .444 .44 2.43 3.00 --- ---

42 .25 .98 3 .53 4.43 .954 .953 .96 --- 3.03 -- .98 

43a .24 . 94 2.67 3.34 .501 .497 . 49 2-47 2.81. .494 .48 

b .24 .94 2.99 · 3- 74 .505 .497 .49 --- 3 .05 - .49 

C .24 .94 3.33 4.16 .513 .497 .49 -- 3.47 --- .49 

44 .24 .94 2.67 3.34 .548 .467 .47 2 .58 3.26 .450 .48 

45a .24 .94 2.10 2.63 .525 . 457 .44 2.25 2. 75 .458 .46 

b .24 .94 2. 76 3.46 -545 .475 .46 2.96 3.52 .467 .48 
1 See footnote 1, bot tea of Table II(b). 

c.p. 

ieu 
-l-

0 .47 

.48 

.47 

.46 

.46 

.46 

---
---
---
---
-75 

.46 

.46 

.46 

'.45 

.45 

.47 



No. 

lOl 

102a 
L--

b - C .,__ 
d ..__ 
e 

10311 ..__ 
b 

104. 

105 

lo6 

107 

lo8 

109 

llO 

ill 

ll2 

il3 

ll4 

ll5 

ll6 

ll7 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

123 

124 
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TABIE III.- SUlf4ARY OF GECH:TRIC AND AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND 'l»!T COIIDITICIIS :r<II 
WING-BCDY-TAIL CCJ,!BIIIM'IONS 

(a) Geometric characteristics 

Sketch M,,. RxJ.O""' .l. lM !R 5T lw/l t ALE, 
T T 5w 

Surface or jlA }s 
11i lT/l 

c deg 

~ 1.99 .Bl 18.6 .500 1.000 .309 
wing .357 .08 6.88 45 0 
tail .872 .08 6.88 45 0 

~ .20 l.86 22.5 .483 .12e .252 W1Ilg ·""° .0 .. 2 3 , 43 9.45 :~ tail .BQ'i .042 ,.4, g ,4'i 

,50 l.86 22.5 .483 .128 .252 
wing . 440 .u .. 2 3.02 9 .45 .54o 
tail ,8qo; .042 ,.o, 9 ,4'5 .548 

,70 1.86 22.5 .483 .128 .252 
wing .440 .042 2 . 49 9.45 .54o 
tail .895 .042 2,'j() 9.45 .548 

.Bo 1.86 22.5 .483 .128 .252 
wing . ""° .0 .. 2 2 .10 9,45 • )'K) 

tail .BQ'i .042 2.10 9 . 4'5 -~ 
.90 l.86 22.5 .483 .12C .252 

Ying ,lµjo .0 .. 2 1.52 9.45 .546 
tail .8Q'i .042 l.'5, 9 .4'5 -~ 

: (] I .89 6 .o 32 .6 .525 .157 9.00 
Ying .226 --- 1.05 lbO 0 
tail .'iQ7 --- 1.05 6o 0 

1.25 9.2 32.6 ,525 .157 9 .00 
wing .226 --- 1.73 lbO 0 
tail ,'i07 --- 1.n 6o 0 

< g ~ 1.90 1.51 31 .8 .508 .197 ,392 
wing ,389 .03 1.87 0 l 
tail .8o9 .02 . 78 0 l 

< ~ J 1.93 .33 21.9 .839 
ving • 'lt'b --- 1.69 160 .323 .522 .091 tail .860 .049 2 .0, 6o ·""" 

< ;; ~ 1.93 .33 22 .8 . 541 .088 ,931 
v1ng :~+ --- l.b9 lbO .323 
tail .o64 '\. 'il 0 l 

< 2 3 1.93 .541 
Ying J;J --- l.b9 lbO ,323 

.33 22.8 .088 1.01 tail --- , .16 4'5 • ><o 

~ 1.93 .83 22.8 .541 .088 5. 74 
Ying -~~ --- 1.69 lbO .323 
tail .6 --- LO, 70 .4oo 

~ 1.93 .83 22 .8 . 541 .088 23.10 Ying ·"°" --- 3 .!ll OU 0 
tail .6<6 --- LO, 70 .4oo 

~ l.93 .83 22.8 ,541 .o88 110. 30 
Ying .3fb --- 3.81 60 0 
tail .6~ --- 1.0, 170 .4oo 

~ 1.93 .83 22 .8 .541 .088 5. 79 
Ying .349 --- 3.81 60 0 
tail .6,6 --- 1.0, 170 .4oo 

-==H 1.92 .4o 25.0 .477 .143 . 221 Ying :iio8 .06 5.64 0 l 
tail _(Y,){) .o6 'i.14 0 l 

~ l.92 .40 25 .0 .563 .143 .221 wing :~ .06 5 .64 0 l 
tail .o6 'i ,14 0 l 

~ 1.92 .4o 25.0 .649 .143 .221 Ying .648 .06 5 .64 0 l 
tail .920 . o6 5.14 0 l 

< ~ ~· 1.62 . 23 25.7 .486 -078 l wing .355 --- 3 .31 0 0 
tail .88o ,-- 3 . 31 0 0 

< ~ ~· 1.62 .23 25.7 .486 .078 l Ying ,522 --- 3 . 31 0 0 
tail .88o --- 3 . 31 0 0 

< ~ ~· 1.62 .23 25. 7 .486 .078 l wing .355 --- 3 . 31 57 0 
tail .88o --- ,. u 0 0 

< ~ ~· 1.62 .23 25. 7 .486 .078 l wing .522 --- 3 .31 57 0 
tail .88o - , . u 0 0 

< ~ ~ 1.62 .23 25 .7 .486 .078 l wing . 355 --- 3.31 57 0 
tail .88o - 3 . 31 57 0 

< ~ ~· l.62 .23 25.7 .486 .078 wing .522 --- 3.31 57 0 l tail .88o - ,.u 157 0 

< g g. l.62 ,35 25.7 .486 .078 l wing .355 ,l)() Loo 0 l 
tail .88o .o6 1.66 0 l 

g g. 1.62 .35 25. 7 .486 .078 1 wing .522 .06 1.66 0 l 
tail .88o .o6 1.66 0 l 

< ~ 5 1 .62 .52 25. 7 .486 .078 .667 wing .327 .03 l.ll 0 l 
tail .88o .03 1.66 0 l 

< g 5 1 .62 .52 25.7 .486 .078 .667 wing ;-i.93 .03 l.ll 0 l 
tail .88o .03 1.66 0 l 

r 
rN 

l 
l 

.992 

.488 
,992 
.488 
,992 
.488 
,992 
.488 
.992 
.488 

l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 

.814 
1 

.8l.4 
1 

.814 
l 
l 
l 
l 

11 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
l 
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!. 
8 Source 

.200 Ames 

. 310 lX3f't 

.179 

.l 76 Ref. 29 

.179 

.176 Ref. 29 
.179 
.176 Ref. 29 
.179 
.176 Ref. 29 
.179 
.176 Ref . 29 
,467 
.226 Ref. 40 
, 467 
.226 Ref. 4o 

."16 Ames 

. 405 6 X 6 f't 
,465 Langley 
.46'5 Q in . 
. '<b5 Langley 
. <<< Q '" 
,'<b5 Langley 
. , 88 9 in. 
.508 Langley 
• ~-,6 9· in. 
.579 Langley 
. ,'i6 gin. 
.479 Langley 
. ,'i6 gin . 
.40tl Langley 
. ,'i6 9 in. 
.140 Ref, 37 .228 
.14o Ref. 37 .228 
.140 Ref • 37 .228 
.350 !Langley 
. 350 9 in. 
•JJV I Langley 
,350 gin. 
.3:,u Langley 
• ,'iO gin. 
.350 i.ang.i.ey 
• ,'iO 9 in. 
.350 LangJ.ey 
,350 9 1n. 
. 350 I Langley 
• ,'iO 9 in·. 
.350 Langley 
• ,'iO Qin. 
.350 Langley 
. ,'iO 9 in. 
.350 Langley 

. '"" gin. 

.350 Langley 

. '"" Qin . 
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TABU: III,- SUMMARY OF GEOOTRIC AND AERCDYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND TEST CONDITIONS FOR 
\/ING-BODY-TAIL Cet,!BINATIONS - Concludl!d 

(b) Aerodynamic characteriatics 

Theoretical 

1 Lift Center of pressure 
No. KN KB(W) Kw(B) KB~) KT(B) 

(~cr~,)w ~cLc.) ~Lui ~eta\ ~cLc.\ iN iB(W)a. iw(B)a. iB(T)a. 

\ T T -!- -l- -l-

101 .17 .23 1.16 .12 1.27 4 .00 4 .00 .68 7.99 7.20 .154 .558 .500 .951 

102& .08 .24 1.14 .24 1.14 3. 47 3. 48 .27 6. 45 5.56 .229 .48o .485 .915 

b .07 .24 1.14 ,24 1.14 3.16 3 .16 .23 5 .71 5.16 .229 .48o .485 .915 

C .07 .24 1.14 .24 1.14 2.83 2.83 .19 4 . 70 4.21 .229 .478 .485 .915 

d .06 .24 1.14 .24 1.14 2.51 2 .51 .16 4. 50 4.02 .229 ,477 .485 .914 

e .06 ,24 1.14 .24 1.14 2.02 2.02 .12 3.6o 3.17 .229 .474 .485 .912 

103& .96 .74 1.42 . .32 1.19 1.,32 1.32 .14 2 .51 2 .06 .104 .257 .261 .683 

b .89 .62 1.42 .27 1.19 2.34 2.34 .23 4.17 3,4o .104 .281 .267 . 714 

104 .08 .31 1.18 .62 1.36 2 .93 1.50 .22 5. 74 5 .19 .182 .547 .475 .931 

105 3
( .82) .63 1.41 .26 1.41 2. 94 3.12 2.01 12.77 8.70 ~( .165) .640 .574 .956 

lo6 ( .82) ,63 1.41 .06 1.29 2,94 3,64 2.01 12.87 11. 73 (.118 ) .655 .591 .982 

107 ( .82) .63 1.41 .14 1.34 2 .94 3,67 1. 99 .13.81 10.31 (.118) .655 .591 .964 

108 (1 .15) .69 1.46 .54 1.31 2 .94 1.94 .49 4.98 4.26 (.118) .431 .361 .868 

109 (3.48) . 70 l.~ .54 1.31 3. 91 1 .94 .49 4.54 4.16 ( .118) .505 .44o .868 

110 (1.55) .54 1.43 .54 1.31 3.91 1.94 . 49 4 .92 4.16 ( .118) .492 . 4.32 .868 

111 ( ,87) .44 1.36 .54 1.31 3.91 1.94 .49 5 . 39 4.26 (.118) .482 .431 .868 

112 (,07) .12 l.ll .07 1.19 3.65 3.6o .23 5.73 5 .45 ( .036) .546 .471 .968 

113 ( .07) .12 1.11 .07 1.19 3.65 3.60 .23 5 . 73 5 . 45 ( .036) .632 . 562 .968 

114 ( .07) .12 · 1.11 .07 1.19 3.65 3.6o .23 5.73 · 5. 45 ( .036 ) . 719 .648 .968 

115 ( .48) .53 1.30 .53 1 .30 3.62 3.62 1 .51 14 .97 9 .78 ( .162) .450 .390 ,9,3 

116 ( .48) .53 1.30 .53 1.30 3.62 3.62 1.51 14.97 9 , 78 ( .162 ) .617 . 568 .953 

117 ( .48) .39 1.30 .53 1.30 3.62 3.62 1.51 14.53 10 .73 ( .162) .461 .430 .953 

118 ( .48) .39 1.30 .53 1.30 3.62 3.62 1.51 14.53 10. 73 ( .162) .628 ,597 .953 

119 ( .48) .39 1.30 ,20 1.30 3.62 3.62 1.51 13.29 9 ,49 (.162) .461 .430 .953 

120 ( .48) .39 1.30 .20 1.30 3.62 3.62 1.51 13.29 9.49 ( .162) .628 .597 .953 
5 121 ( .31) .39 1.30 .53 1.30 2. 79 2. 79 .76 11.02 6. 79 ( .162) .461 .403 .952 
5 122 ( .31) .39 1.30 .53 1.30 2.79 2.79 . 76 11.02 6. 79 ( .162 ) .628 .570 .952 
5 123 ( ,26) .53 1.30 .53 1.30 2 .19 ·2 .76 .50 7.96 4.67 ( .162) .411 .367 ,952 
5 124 ( .26) .53 1.30 .53 1.30 2 .19 2.76 ,50 7.96 4.67 ( .162) .578 .533 .952 

1All lift curve slopes (per radian) referred to exposed area of larger lifting surface except ~CL"" or ~L..-
2Value by neglecting wing-tail interference . ....,, ---r 
s( ) indicates experimental value used in theory for combination . 
4Experimental · CL or Cm curve nonlinear near a. = 0 . 
5Alden-Schlfldel technique applied in estimating interference. 

iT(B)a. 
- !-

.951 

.918 

.918 

.918 

.918 

.918 

.701 

, 719 

.864 

.948 

.973 

.959 

.830 

.830 

.830 

.830 

,954 

.954 

,954 

.914 

.914 

.914 

.914 

,954 

,954 

.927 

.927 

.927 

.927 

2 -
lea. 
T 

.575 

.557 

.,,7 

.565 

.558 

.559 

.6o2 

.627 

.559 

.635 

.647 

.662 

.666 

. 718 

.698 

.672 

.548 

.615 

.682 

.6o9 

.686 

.i528 

.698 

.613 

,690 

.638 

.714 

.604 

.689 

Experimental 

1Lirt c,p, 

ica. frJB frJc 

rca. 
T T 

,535 --~ 7, 74 .,,o 

. '521 -- ,.20 .,05 

.519 --- 4.8, .,oo 

.525 --- 4.25 .493 

.515 --- 3.87 .489 

.510 --- 3.11 .483 

.581 --- 1.97 .583 

.6o7 -- 3.38 .6o3 

.,08 -- 5 .00 .48'l 

.488 2,41 8.39 • 

.616 2.41 111.15 ,599 

.561 2.39 11.o. 72 .55, 

.625 .59 
43,90 •.595 

. 705 .59 3.77 .683 

.675 .59 3.82 .663 

.629 .59 4 .00 •. 6o4 

.529 .23 5.24 .527 

.595 .23 5.31 .599 

,661- .23 5.36 .673 

.446 1.72 9.09 •.486 

.564 1. 72 9 .94 ,570 

.522 1.72 11.o .02 .515 

.621 1.72 9.82 .615 

.492 1.72 9.00 .486 

.600 1.72 9.00 .580 

.457 .87 6.99 • ---

.581 .87 7.05 .588 

.371 ,58 4.55 .392 

.514 ,58 4.48 • ---
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CHARTS 

The charts that follow present numerical values for the 
quantities n ecessary to obtain the lift and center-of-pressure 
positions of wing-body and wing-body-tail combinat ions by 
the method of this report. The char ts are sufficiently ac
curate to estimate the lift of combinations within ± 10 per
cent and to determine the center of pressure of the combina
tions within ±0.02 body length . A guide to the location of 
the parameters follows: 

Parameter 

Kw (B) 

Kn <w> 

kw (B) 

Conditions Chart 
A=l, .BA> 2, 1'{,,> L _______ ______ 2 
other conditions_ _____ ___ __________ 1 

(,BA) (l + >..{~,a+1)~ 4, afterbody ___ 4 (a) 

(,BA) (1 + >..{ ~,B + 1) ~ 4, no afterbody_ 4 (b) 

(,BA) (1+>..{~,B+l) :::; 4_ _ _ _____ ____ 1 

>..= 1, .BA>2, M"' > L _ _ _ __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3 
other conditions___ __ __ ___ _______ __ 1 

Parameter 

knnv> 
fw-rw 
sw - rw 
fw - rw 
Sw -rw 
'1, 

,BCLaw 

4,/ls 
(x/c,)w 

(X/Cr)W(B)a 

(X/Cr)W(B)o 

(X/Cr)BCW)a} 
or 

(X/Cr ) B(W )o 

Conditions 

M"'< 1 ______ ___ ____ ____ ___ ______ _ 

M"'> 1 ____ ____ _______ _____ ______ _ 

(for A=l , see Appendix 0) ________ _ 
M"'>1 __ ____ __ __ ____ __ __ ________ _ 

slender ogival nose _____ _____ _____ _ 
M"'>1 __________ __ ______________ _ 
M"'<1 ___ __________ ________ ___ __ _ 
A=0 , ATE=0 ______ _______________ _ 

other condit ions use (x/c,)w 
A=0 , ATE=0 ____ _______________ __ _ 
>..=1 , M"'>L __ _______ ____ _______ _ 
other conditions use (x/c,)w 

M "'>l , (,BA)(l+ >..)(1+ ~,a)~4 ____ _ 

M"'> 1, low aspect ratio _____ ___ ___ _ 
M "' < l _____ ___ ______ __________ __ _ 

47 
Chart 
1 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
13 

13 
12 

14 

15 
16 
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/ I I/ I / 
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V V 
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/ 
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KB(W) or KB <Tl-1 

1.0 
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V V 
------- I - V t--_,_ 

/ i / 

.8 

/ 

I/ V / 

kw(Bl or kr<Bl - -
/ 

I I I V , 
I/ V 

.6 

I /v I 

.4 

I/ V I , 

// kwiorke<n 

.2 / V 
/ V 

V 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 

Rad iu s -s em ispon rot 10, {r/ s lw or {r/slr 

c~uRT 1.-Values of lift ratio based on slender-body theory. 
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- Linear theory 
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.2 .4 .6 
Rodius-sem1spon ratio, r/s 

.8 1.0 CHART 3.-Values of kw<B> or kT<BJ for rectangular wing and body 
combinations. 

CHART 2.-Values of Kw(B) or KT<B> for rectangular wing and body 
combinations. 
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CHART 4.-Design charts fo r determining K8(1n and K8<T> for high-aspect-ratio range at supersonic speeds. 
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(a) No lP.ading-edge sweep. (b) No midchord sweep. (c) No trailing-edge sweep. 

CHART 5.-Chart for determination of wing vortex lateral positions at subsonic speeds. 
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CHART 6.-Chart for determination of wing vortex lateral positions at supersonic speeds. 
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CHART 7.-Charts for determination of tail interference factor as determined by strip theory. 
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CHART 7.-Continued. 
(f) AT=½, (r/sh=0.2 
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CHART 9.-Center of pres ure of ogival nose a determined from slender-body theory. 
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